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This bibliography was prepared in the col.µ'se ct the review

or the

literature made by the writers in beginning the menh&den project of the
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory under U.

s.

Fish and Wildlife Service

Contract Noo ~-19-008-9335.

All institutions called upon for help offered their facilitias
~-Tithout reservation.

The skilled assistance of the library staffs of

t,hese institutions is gratefully aoknowledged. We are particularly

:ind~bted to the officials of the Marine Laboratory of the Texas Game,
Fish and Oyster Commission, Rockpo:~t, Texaa; Oult Fuheries Investigation,

u. s.

Fish and Wildlife Service, G,-~lveston, TexasJ Tulane University,

New Orleans, Louisiana; New Orlean1> Public Library., Naw Orleans.,
Louisiana, and Institute of Marine Science, The University of Texas,
Port Aransas, Texas.
The section dealing with technology has been developed incidentally
in the search for bi~logical information. References listed ,dthout
~notations were not available fdr study o We have included mimeographed

and unpublished reports because they are not 1n the prinwd literature
and might otherwise fail to come to the attention @f investigatorso
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AN ANNCYI'ATED BIBLIOORAPJIY,.. OF MENHADEN
· BIOLOOX

A list of common and scientific names of t he bett er known fishes of
the United States and Canada. 1948e ~ • ~
a ~ • , Spec. ~ • ,
( l) : 7.
Li sts Menhaden as acceptable common name for tyrannus.
Abbe, w. A. 1883. Proposed lirnitation of menhaden fishing to July 1,
and of makerel fishing to June 1.5. Bull. U. s. Fish Comm., 3:468469.
- - -- This shor t article recommends legislation to settle the controversy between menhaden and other fisheries.
Abbott, Charles C. 1868. Catalogue of vertebrate animals of New Jersey.
Geology of New Jersey. Rept. State Geol. N. J., App. E:822, 49.5499.
-- - Account of fishing industry is given.
Agassiz, Alexander. 1888. Three cru.ises of the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey steamer, 11 Blake 11 • ~ • ~ • Comp. ~ - , 15: 23.
Possible occurrence in deep water mentioned.
Alexander, A. B. 190.5. St.a.t~st:tcs of the fisheries of the New England
States. Rept. U. S. Cmnm/,. F5.Bh. , : 256.
Reports fish-along tM, coast of Maine so few in 1902 that
factories could not operate.
Anderson, Andrew W. 1951. Committee on commercial fisheries.
Amer. Fj_sh. Soc., 80:352.
---rishery mentionec!.

Trans.

____ and c. E. Peterson . 19.54. Fishery statistics for the Unj_ted
States, 19.51. u. s. Fish and Wildlife Serv., Statist ical Digest,
Oo) : Jo.5-306.
Includes summary of the menhaden fishery, 1873~1951.
_ _ __ and E. A. Power. 1946. Fishery statistics for the United
States , 1942. u. S~ Fish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest,
(11) :211.
Lists menhaden catch by states for 1942.
.
States;-!"943.

(14): 204.

.· •.·

1947

b

Fishery statistics for the United
Serv., Statistical Digest,

u. s. Fish and Wildlife

Lists menhaden catch by states for 1943.

-2-

.
• 1948. Fishery statistics for the United States,
--="',"'l"f9:::'1'4'T.'4 .-:-1J.~ i s n and Wildlife Serv., Statistical ·nigoat., (16) ~242.
· Lists catch by states for 1944.
, 1949a. Fishery statistics for the United States,
1945.--U.-s:-:Fish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest, (18):327-8.
Lists catch by states for 1945 •
• 1949b. Fishery statistics for the United States,
1946,u.s:-Fish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest,(19):220 .
Lists catch by states for 1946 •
• 1950. Fishery statistics for the United States,
1947.--U.s:-,'ish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest, (21):158,
237.
Lists catch by states for 1947 •
. 1951. Fishery statistics for the United States,
1948.U.--s:-'Fish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest, (22):256.
Lists catch by states for 1948.
, 1952, Fishery statisti cs for the United States,
1949,u.-s.....-Fish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest, (25):253.
Lists catch by states for 1949 •
• 1953 . Fishery statistics for the United States,
1950.--u.-s-.-:r;'ish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest, (27):440.
Lists catch by states for 1950.
·, 1955. Fishery statistics for the United States,
1952.u;s-:-rish and Wildlife Serv., Statistical Digest, (34):287,
Lists catch by states for 1952.
, 1956. Fishery statistics for t he United States,
l953.u.-s-.--Fish and Wildlife Servo, Statistical Digest, (36):285.
Lists catch by states for 1953,
•. 1957. Fishery statistics for the United States,
1954.--U.~ish and Wildlife Serv. , Statistical Digest, (38):319
Lists catch by states for 1954.
Atwood, Capt. Nathaniel E. 1873 . Abstract of an address made by
Captain Nathaniel E o Atwood in opposition to legislation. Rept •
.!!• ~- ~• ~~Fisheries, Part I:223- 227.
Author discusses menhaden, with speculations on spawning and

-3spawning areas . Concludes that man's efforts will not affect
production of sea fisheries.
Bailey, Reeve M., Howard Elliott Wynn and C. Lavett Smith. 1954.
Fishes from the Escambia River, Alabama and Florida, with ecologic
and taxonomic notes. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila., CVI:119.
Lists Brevoortia sp. takenin lower ilierstations. Baird, Spencer F. 1855a. Fishes observed on the coasts of New Jersey
and Long Island during the summer of 1854. ~ - Rept. Smithsn.
Inst.,1854:33-34.
----Occurrence.
1855b. Report on fishes observed on the coasts of New Jersey
and Long Island during the summer of 1854. ~ . Rept. Bd . Reg.
Smithsn., 2:317-325, 335.
A brief note on Alosa menhaden (Mitchell) as to how it is caught
and its uses.
1873a. List of fishes collected at Woods Hole. Rept. _!I. ~Comm. Fish and Fisheries 1:826.
~.rrienhaderi ~Mitchell) is included in a list of fish taken in
the-summer of 187.1 .
1873b. Report on the condition of the sea fisheries of the
south coast of New England in 1871 and 1872 with supplemental
paper~ . Re:eto Q. §_ .. ~ - ~ a n d Fisheries, Part_ I.
This report, with the supplemental papers, contains numerous
references to the menhaden. Much of this material was used by
Goode (1879) .
Baldauf, Richard J. 1953. Survey and study of surface and sub-surface
conditions in and around Beaumont, Texas. Texas A. & M. Research
Foundation.
A total of 8,115 menhaden were taken in the course of this
study during the period Jan. 1952 through June, 1952. Specific
determination of menhaden collected was not made, though larger
specimens appeared to be~. patronus.
Barker, E . L.

~

1883.

The incipiency of the menhaden oil business .

- Q. ~. Fish Comm. , 1_:456.

This writer is unable to throw any light on the effect of the
menhaden fishery on the habits of menhaden, and on their relation
to other fishes.

Bassett-Smith, P. W. 1899. A systematic description of parasitic
copepoda found on fishes, with an enumeration of the knovm species.

-4Proc. Zool. Soc. London, (29):438-507.
~• tp'annusoccurs at Havre de Grace only in ver:,

dry

seasons.

Baughman, J,. L. 1948. General review of the menhaden fisher:,. Rept,
Mar. Lab . Tex. ~ , !'.?:!h ~ Oyster~• f2!: ~ Fiscal Year,

1947-uB"'; :!'67

---"I general review in an attempt to determine the effect of menhaden
fishery on sport fish.
1948-49. An easy method of identifying menhaden (Brevoortia
sp.) in the stomach contents of fishes. ~• Re,Et• ~- Game, ~
and Oyster Comm.
-Reports Knapp 1 s method of identifying menhaden stomachs.
1949. Potentialities of the Gulf of Mexico fisheries and
recommendations for their realization. Mimeo. Presented at the
Miami Beach, Fla, meeting of the Gulf & Carib. Fish. Inst.
Notes absence of information and objections of Sciaenid fishermen&
lecommends additional study.
1950a. Effect of menhaden operations. Seafood Business , May:29.
This excellent article, based on the literature and research in
the Texas area, refutes the common belief that the menhaden fisher:,
is harmful to other sports and commercial fisheries.
1950b. Random notes on Texas fishes. Part I. Texas Jour.
-Includes B. patronus and~- gunteri in a list of fishes from
Texas .
-

Sci., 2(1):117-138.

Bean, Barton A. 1891. Fishes collected by William P. Seal in Chesapeake
Bay, at Cape Charles City, Virginia, September 16 to October 3,
1890, Proc. u. s. Natl. ~Ius., 14:83-94.
Reports B.-tyran~as beingvery abundant in Chesapeake Bay in
1889.
-

_

and Alfred c. Weedo 1912. Notes on a collection of fishes from
Java, made by Owen Bryant and William Palmer in 1900., with a
description of a new species. Proc. u. s. Natl. Mus., 42:590.
Figure of scale of B. tyrannusis !nciudea'witn?igures of scales
of several clupeid generao

Bean, Tarleton He 1880. Check list of duplicates of North American
fishes distributed by the Smithsonian Institution in behalf of the
United States National Museum, 1877-1880. Proc. u. s. Natl. Mus.,
3:108.
- - - Brevoortia tn:annus, ~• patronus, listedo

..5..
1883a. Catalogue .of the collection of fishes of- United States of
---]merica. Great Int. Fish. Exhib . , Cat. F:68 • .
Brevoortiatyrannus, ~,. patronus, listed. ·
1883b. Notes on fishes observed· at the head of Chesapeake ·Bay
- i n the spring of 1_
082; and upon other species of the same region.

Proc. U. s. Natl. Mus. 6:365- 367.
~• tyrannusoccurs at the head of Chesapeake Bay only in dry
seasons.

1885. Notes upon an exploration on Long Island Sound. ~
---i;iish Comm. , 5(3):33.
--iiotesabsence of young menhaden.

- _!!. ~-

1888a. Notes on the cruise of the 11Grampus 11 on the southern
----'iiiackerel grounds during the spring fishery of 1887. Bull. U. s. Fish
Comm., 7:253-256.
- ---r;ists occurrence of B. tyrannus at various places between April
21 and May 29.
·
1888b. Report on the fishes observed in Great Egg Harbor Bay,
--,ew Jersey, during summer of 1887. Bull. u. s. Fish Comm., 7:131~
132.
- - -- Reports fishery and occurrence of~• tyrannus.
_

1890. Observations upon fishes of Great South Bay, Long Island,
New York . Ann. Rept. !!• !• ~ - ~-, ~:278-279.
Occurrence.
1900. Fishes of Long Island. Ann. Rept , !:!• !•State~•, 52:96.
Occurrence .

- - 1901a. Catalogue of the fishes of Long Island. Rept.of the Forest,
.ttish and Game Comm. of the State of N. Y., :373-478.
- --Y,ists ~- t:vraimuswith notes ontheir habits in the Long Island
area.
_

1901b. Report on the fishes of Great South Bay, Long Island,
collected in the summer of 1901. Ann. Rept. N. Y. State Mus . ,
55:115.
- Occurrence.

_

1903. Catalogue of the fishes of New York. Albany.
A brief, general description of menhaden and places where it has
been observed in the New York area.

Berg, Carlos. 1895. Enumeraction sistematica y sinonimica de los
peces de las costa Argentina y Uruguaya. ~ • ~• ~ • Buenos AirS31

-64(2):20.
- Lists occurrence of~- tyrannus.
Berg, I.eo s. 1947. Classification of Fishes ~oth Recent and Fossil.
J. W. Edwards Co . , Ann Arbor, : 421.
English translation includes ~oortia.
Bigelow, Henry B. 1928. Plankton of the offshore waters of the Gulf
of Maine. Bull. u. s. Bur. Fish., 4o(pt. 2):101.
Notes that menhaden isone of twoGulf of Maine fishes that,
because of the fine gill raker structure, can continue to exist
throughout life largely on diatoms and peridinians. Plate 62a
illustrates gill raker structure.
and William c. Schroeder. 1948. Fishes. of the Western Nortn·
_ __,A""'t.,,.lantic. Cyclostomes and sharks. Sears Found. Mar. Res., 1:104462.
Food of many sharks includes menhaden.
1953a. Fishes of the Gulf of Maine •. u. s. Fish
and Wildlife Serv. Fishery Bull., 74:113-118
This first revision of Bigelow and Welch (1925) includes illustrations of egg, larva and young of B. tyrannus. Fluctuation of Gulf
of Maine populations of menhaden is treated at length.
1953b. Fishes of the Western North Atlantic.
Sawfishes, guitarfishes, skates, and rays. ~ Found. ~• ~ . ,
2:223, 247.
.
- Brevoortia included in list of fishes preyed on by skates.
and William w. Welsh. 1924. Fishes of the Gulf of Maine. ~ •
Bur. Fish. , 40(1):118-124.
- Givesa brief anatomical description, embryology, habits and
commercial significance of~- tyrannus.

u. s.

Birdseye, Clarence. 1931. Report of the division of commercial fishing.
Trans • .Amer. Fish. Soc., 61:24.
--:F'isherystatistics.' Boulenger, G. A. 1904. Fishes. The Cambridge Natural History, 7:563.
Lists Brevoortia in family Clupeinae.
Breder, c. M. , Jr. 1929. Field Book of Marine Fishes of the Atlantic
Coast from Labrador to Texas. Putnam's Sons, New York. :69-70.
A brief description of anatomy and general habits of B. tyrannus.
Mentions~• patronus and B. brevicaudata.
·

and A. c. Redmond. 1929. Fish notes for 1928 from Sandy Hook
Bay. Copeia, (171):43.
Notes a scarcity of~- t;yrannus though_there was a larger variety
and quantity of young fishes of other species.
Breuer, Joseph P. 1950. A report on the effects of the Port Arthur
menhaden fishery on food and game fish for the period of June. 6 to
September 9, 1949, inclusive. Rept. Mar. Lab. Tex. ~ , ~ ~
Qyster ~ • .f2.! ~ Fiscal ~ 194"8':L.9, :'Bfi-91:Discussion of the plant operation, boats, fishing and a list of
fishes taken by the purse seine. Concludes that no harm is done to
sport or food fishes.
Briggs, John c. 1956. The fishes of Florida and their distribution.
Dept.. of Biology and Fla. State Museum, Gainesville, Fla.
Reports known range of four species of Brevoortia.
Buller, Raymond J. and Harlan S. Spear. 1950. A survey of the sports
fishery of the middle Atlantic bight in 1948. U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Serv. Spec. Sci. Rept: Fish. , 7: 3. - - Bait. Bwnpus, Hermon c. 1898a. The breeding of animals at Woods Hole during
the month of May, 1898. Science, 8(185):58-59.
Mentioned.
1898b. The breeding of animals at Woods Hole during the months
of June, July and August, 1898. Science, 8(207):852.
Spawning condition mentioned.
Burr, J. G. 1932. Fishes of Texas. ~Game,~~ Oyster Comm.
Bull., (5):38.
Reports first Texas menhaden fishery.
Caldwell, David K. 1954. Addition to the known fish fauna on the
vicinity of Cedar Key, Fla. Quarterly Jour. of the Fla,Acad. of
Sci., 17(3).
. - - - -Lists~- gunteri from Way Key.
Carson, Rachel L. 1944. Fish and shell-fish of the south Atlantic
and Gulf coasts. u. s. Fish and Wildlife Serv., Cons. Bull., 37:45.
Includes a short section on menhaden and menha'aeii""fishery. This
author reports a canning industry at Fernandina, Florida. At the
time of writing she expected to see the canning of menhaden expanded.
1945. Fish and shellfish of the middle Atlantic coast.
Fish and Wildlife Serv., Cons. Bull., 38:22.
Brief, genera.l account-:-- -

u. s.

-8Cheng C. 1941. Ecological relations between the herring and plankton
off the northeast coast of England. Hull Bulletins of Marine
Ecologz, I(.5):239-254,
Herring off the coast of England feed selectively on plankton
and not by random filtering as do menhaden. Presents extensive
comparison of plankton samples and stomach contents of herring.
Church, D, T. 1883. Why the size of the mesh in menhaden seines should
not be restricted. ~
Bull.
U. s. Fish. Comm., 3:463.
--....,..._.___,_,
This writer contends that it is not possible for man to make a
perceptible decrease in sea fish. He believes that more menhaden
are destroyed by predators in one hour than are destroyed by man in
a year.

-

Clark, A. Howard. 1884. Notes on the fisheries of Gloucester, Mass.
Bull. U. s. Fish Comm,, 4(26):404, 406, 410.
----iv!eniiaden catch~l879 was total failure north of Cape Cod,
A red substance, believed to be menhaden feed, was noticed at the
surface and some was strained out. This was also found in the
stomachs. Has record of l week 1 s catch in 1880.
Coker, Coit,.M. and Edgar H. Rallis. 1948. Fish mortality caused by. a
series of heavy explosions in Chesapeake Bay. Jour. of Wildlife
Management, 14(4):435-44.
21 underwater explosions at 156• in 1948 killed more menhaden
than any other fish.
Collins, D. E,, Tarleton H, Bean, and Richard Rathbun. 1888. Results
of investigations by the schooner 11Grampus 11 on the southern mackerel
grounds in the spring of 1887. Bull. u. s. Fish Comm., 7:224, 237.
Occurrence mentioned.
- - Collins, Joseph w. 1883. Correspondence relative to the procurement
of certain fishery implements for the government of New South Wales.
Bull. U. S, Fish Comm., 2: 298.
~ishery mentio'ii'eci: -

-

1884. Report of a trip of exploration in the Chesapeake Bay,
Rept. !!• ~. Comm. ~ ~ Fisheries, 10:1035.
Mentioned.
1887. Statistics respecting certain features of the vessel
fisheries of the u. s. Bull. u. s. Fish Comm., 7:450, 462.
Statistics of menhadenfishery-astocapital Invested, number of
men, number of vessels, number of factories by states, and yield of
the fishery
0

____ and Hugh M. Smith. 1892. Report on the fisheries of the New
England states. Bull. U, s. Fish Comm., 10:7;-176.
Fishery statis~. - - -

-9Conklin B. F. 1880. The menhaden fishery at the east end of Long
Isl~nd, 1793-1880. Fisheries~ Fishery Industries of~.!!• ~.,
1(4):370-409.
- The journal of M. David Warner, along with the author's own
journal, gives a great deal of detail of Long Island area fishing for
87 years.
Connelly, J. H. 1888. Fishing in the Potomac.
Mentioned in popular account.

Forest

.2 Stream,

1.Q:88.

Corbett, Exteen. 1952. The outlook for the menhaden industry of the
Atlantic • .!:r.2.£• Gu],f ~ Carib. ~ • ~ . , ~ ~ • ~.,:12-14.
Briefly reviews the history of the menhaden industry and emphasizes
the need for additional research.
Cowles, R. P. 1931. A biological study of the offshore waters of
Chesapeake Bay. Bull. u. s. Bur. Fish., 46-347.
Parasites.
- - Crane, Jocelyn. 1936. Notes on the biology and ecology of giant tuna,
Thunnus thynnus _!:., observed at Portland, Me. Zoologica, ~(16):211.
Occurrence as food.
Cuvier, Georges and A. Valenciennes. 1847. Histoire naturelle des
poissons, 20:419.
Describes "L 1Alosa tyran" (Alausa t~annus, DeKay). Notes
abundance on Massachusetts coast from mars a rnai".
Davis, H. s. 1917. Myxosporidia of the Beaufort region. Bull. u. s.
Bur. Fish., 35:213.
- -B. tyrannus was the only fish examined and found to be free of
myxosporidia.
Dawson, A. B. 1932~ The reaction of the erythrocytes of vertebrates,
especially fishes, to vital dyes. Biol. Bull., 63(1):48-72.
Includes Brevoortia.
-

1933 . The relative numbers of immature erythrocytes in the
circulating blood of several species of marine fishes. Biol. Bull.,
64(1):33-43.
- About 20% of the erythrocytes of~. tv:annus are immature.
Dean, Bashford.

3:626.

-

1923. A bibliography of fishes. ~ - ~ . ~ •

lli!•,

Bibliography.

De Blois, E.T. 1882. The origin of the menhaden industry.
.§. ~ ~ - , ];:46-51.

-

-

Bull. U•

-10This article, with notes by G. Brown Goode, discusses the history
·.of the development of the menhaden industry from 1811 through the
18601 s. The names, dates and places are given from the experience
of the writer.
1879. Statement concerning the menhaden fishery. Rept. ,!!. ~.
Comm. Fish and Fisheries, 5:425.
~hisstatenient from Goode' s extensive "History of the .American
Menhaden", lists boats and catch of the writer for the year, 1877.
DeKay, James E. 1842. New York Fauna. Albany. (Pt. 4):259.
11The Mossbanker 11 refers to Alosa menhaden.
The description is
adequate. Author is unaware that geographical limits extend beyond
New Hampshire on one side and Chesapeake Bay on the other.

d 1Homergue, L. C. 1883. Reasons for restricting use of steamers and
seins in menhaden industry. Bull. U. s. Fish Comm., 3:456-458.
In this article, testimony taken-by-the Sub- Committee on Foreign,.
Relations is strongly critized. Writer indicates that he believes
that certain restraints over this class of fishery are necessary.
de Olivera, Helene Paes. · 1942. Especies de sardinhas que ocomem no
littoral brasileiro. Servico De Informacao Agricola, Ministerio
Da Agricultura, Rio De Janiero, Brazil.
Includes description of Brevoortia tyrannus and illustrations
include photo of _!!. ! . aurea.
Doakes, Royal. 1949 . Studied facts about the menhaden. Sear~
Business, Oct. :10-12.
Facts are presented from other literature indicating that menhaden fishing doesn't injure other fishing and urges Texas lawmakers
to allow purse-seining in Texas waters.
Donaldson, R. J. 1885. Raising carp in rice fields .
Comm., 5(18):284.
--i'.5ccurrence of juveniles.

Bull. _!!. ~ - ~

Eaton, Cyrus A. M. 1851 • .Annals of Warren with the Early History of
St. George 1 s, Broad Bay, and the Neighboring Settlements of the
Waldo Patent. Masters, Smith and Co., Hallowell.
Cited by Kendall, 1914: listed.
Eayrs, Winslow B. 1873. Protection of menhaden. Rept. £. ~- ~~~Fisheries, 1:136.
Two letters from Eayrs to the fish commissioner protesting the
catching of menhaden and the cause of death of a large number of
menhaden in 1871.

...11-

Eigenmann, Carl Ho 1887, Notes on the specific names of certain North
.American fisheso Proc . Acad . Nat. Sci. Philao, :295.
tiats,~nhaden mli syrio'nomy. Ellison, William A. 1951. The Menhaden. From Survey of Marine
Fisheries of North Carolina, by Harden F. Taylor and Associates.
Univ. of N. Co Press . : 85-107 .
An excellent review of the literature, including biological
materialo
Elser, H.J. 1950. The common marine fishes of Maryland. Maryland
Board of Nat. Res., Dept. of Res. and Ed., (88):1-45.
Lists menhaden with three common names and figure of~• tyrannus .
Evermann, B. W. 1905a. Menhaden mortality in Narraganset Bay. Rept.
u. s. Comm . Fish. ,:113.
- In May anaJune of 1904 there was extensive mortality of menhaden,
and bacterial cultures showed a certain bacterial organism in every
culture. Species of bacteria not mentioned.
1905b. The salmon fish9ries of Penobscot River and Bay.
Report U. s. Comm. Fish. , :112
Taken :iii trap netswith salmon.

--=and Barton A. Bean. 1898. The fisheries of Indian River,
Florida. Rept. U. s. Comm. Fish and Fisheries, 22t241.
Considered nuisanceeyfishermenof this area:-

____ ands . F. Hildebrand. 1910. On a collection of fishes from
the lower Potomac, the entrance of Chesapeake Bay, and from streams
flowing into these waters. Proco Biol. Soc . Wash., 23:157-164.
Listed]. tyrannus.
-

--=-c. Kendall. 18920 The fishes Texas
the Rio
Grande Basin considered chiefly with reference to their geographic
and W.

of

and

distribution. Bull. u. s. Fish Comm., 12 : 105. (pl. xxi)
A brief identifica~ion of~• ty'i,"annus patronus with a plate c

1906. Notes on a collection of f i shes from
Argentina, South America with descriptions of three new species.
Proc . U. s. Natl. Mus e, 31:74~76.
"--nescribesBrevoortia sp. from Argentina and doubtfully calls it
tyrannus .
Fi edler, R.H. 1929. Fishery industries of the United States, 1928.
Be11• .!!• ~• ~ . Fish., :401• 62$.
tatistics of fisfi"catches, including menhaden for year 1927.

-12Field, Irving A. 1907. Unutilized fishes and their relation to the
fishing industry. Rept . £. ~. ~- ~ ., Bur. F~. Doc_. 622:12•15.
Food of sharks.
Filipich, Meco . 1947. Report to the Mississippi Seafood Commission,
Biloxi, Mississippi. Menhaden Plants Report.
Unannounced checks of menhaden plants in Mississippi showed
that virtually no game fish were caught .
Fish, Charles J . 1926. Seasonal distribution of the plankton of the
Woods Hole region. Bull. U. s. Bur. Fish., 41:165-172 .
Occurrence of larvae': - - Fish, Marie P., A. s . Kelsey, Jr. and w. H. Mowbray. 1952. Studies on
the production of underwater sound by north Atlantic coastal fishes.
Sears Found. Jour. Mar. Res., 11(2):187.
--ri'enhaden producesno biologically induced sound .
Fishery Resources of the United States. 1945. Letter of the Sec' y.
of the Interior transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on the
survey of the fishery resources of the United States and its
possessions . 79th Congress,~• 51:71.
Menhaden section reports expanding industry. Lists five areas
needing investigation.
Fowler, Henry w. 1906. The fishes of New Jersey. Ann . Rept .
State Mus., Part II:103- 104.
--OCcurrence .

~•

.:!.•

f!.2.£• ~

• ~ • Sci. Phila. ,

1911b. Notes on clupeiod fish. ~ • ~
63:207.
- Brevoortia tyrannus and~- patronus listed .

- Nat. Sci. ~ . ,

1911a. The fishes of Delaware.
63:6.
- Listed.

1912. Records of fishes for the middle Atlantic states and
Virginia. Proc . Acad. Nat . Sci. Phila., 64:34- 59.
B. t:vranmislisted asoccurring off Delaware coast in summer
months.
1913. Notes on the fishes of the Chincoteague region of
Virginia. Proc. Acad. Nat . Sci. Phila . , 65 :62 .
Listed., parasitesmentionecl":' 1914a. Description of a new blenny from New Jersey wi th notes on
other fishes from the middle Atlantic states . Pr oc. Acad. Nat. Sci.
~ - , :354.
Listed.

-131914b. Notes on New Jersey fishes. Copeia (13):2.
---~· • tyrannus observed on May 19th at Sea Isle City by author.
1914c. Notes on the fishes at Ocean City, Maryland. Confia,
(2)':3.
A list of fishes of this region including Brevoortia tyrannus .
1916. Records of Northern New Jersey Fishes. Copeia, (31):41.
~- tyrannus listed as being obtained from Belford.
1917a. Notes on fishes from New Jersey, Penr,sylvania, and
Maryland. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., :122.
Listed. 1917b. Notes on New England fishes. l:!.2.£· Boston.~- Nat.
Hist . , 35(4):14.
--i:istsinclude ~- tyrann~ from Waquoit, Nantucket and Woods Hole.
1918. Fishes from the middle Atlantic states and Virginia.
0cc. Pap. Mus. Zool. Mich., 56.3.
Listed.
1919. Tylosurus ~ in New Jersey. Copeia, (68):13.
~• tyrannus reported at Atlantic City during midsummer.
1920. A list of fishes of New Jersey. ~ - Biol. Soc.
33:148.
- Listed.

~ • .,

1921. Fishes of Buck 1 s County, Pa. Copeia, (98):63.
~• tyrannus reported in Delaware as far as Dunk 1 s Ferry.
1922. Records of fishes for the southern and eastern United
States. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 74:4.
Mentioned. -

-

1923. Records of fishes for the southern states. Proc. Biol.

Soc.~., 1.§:15, 20, 33-34.

Brevoortia tyrannus and~. patronus listed.

1925. Records of fishes in New Jersey 1924. Copeia, (143):43.
Reports menhaden common at Atlantic City.
1926. Records of fishes in New Jersey in 1925. Copeia, (156):147.
~. tyrannus noted at Ventnor in September, 1925.
1927. Notes on fishes at Chincoteaque, Virginia, 1926. Copeia,
(155) :89 .
Reports~- tyrannus common in the pounds in May and October.
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---

1928. Fishes f r om Florida and the West Indies. Proc. Acad. Nat.
Sci. Philao, 80:451.
Listed.
1931. A collection of fishes from the Texas coast. Co~ei a,
(2,:46-50.
A fishing smack had a small load of~. Eatronus at Port Isabel
in August. Mexican common name is 11 salvina11 •

-

-

1934. Notes on Maryland fishes-1933.
Listed.

The Fish Cult. ,13(7):186.
------~
.....

------- .......

---

1936. The marine fishes of West Africa. ...,..__
Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat •
History, 70(Pt. 1):173-174.
~. tyrannus recorded from the Senegal region of Africa.
1945. A study of the fishes of the southern piedmont and coastal
plain. Monof.. Acad. Nat. Sci.~., (7):45,74,165,266,372.
Includes_. tyrann!ls and~- patronus.

1948. Os peixes de aqua doce do Brazil. Arq. Zool. Sao Paulo,
6(1948) :14.
New sub-family, Brevoortinae , synonomyo
Friedlaender, Oscar o. 18830 Notes on the menhaden fishery. ~ . ~. ~•
~ ~ - , ~:252.
Reports catch and recommends closed season for Long Island area.
Gallup, B. Frank. 1883. Catching dogfish for oil and guano. Bull. u.
~. Fish~., ~:246.
liidiistry mentioned.
Garman, Samuel. 1885. Protecting the oyster beds from st ar-fish
predations. Bull. u. s. Fish Cornm 9 , 5(8):128.
Food.
- - -Gill, Theodore N. 1861a. Catalogue of the fishes of the eastern coast of
North .America from Greenland to Georgia. Prqc. A<;:ad. ~ • ~ . Phila. ,
:55.
Listed.
_

1861b. Synopsis of t he sub•family Clupeinae, with descriptions
of the new genera. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phtla., :33-38.
Or i ginal description of"'""'tiie genus Brevoortia,

~

1865 . Synopsis of the fishes of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
ay of Fundy. Canad . Nat. and Geol., Aug., :17.
Listed.
-

-151873e Catalogue of the fishes of the east coast of North
~erica. Rept. !!• ~. ~• Fish~ Fisheries f2!. 1871-].g_, :8110
Lists B.menhaden with localnames. Shows range a's'7;ape Cod to
Cape Hatteras.
Ginsburg, Isaac. 1952. Eight
United States with two new
distribution. Jour. Wash.
Brevoortia tyrannus, B.
distribution mentioned. -

new fishes from the Gulf coast of the
genera and notes on geographical
Acad. Sci., 42(3):99.
patronii's," B.smithii, B. gunteri,
-

Goode, George Bro,m. 1878a. A revision of the American species of the
genus Brevoortia, with a description of a new species from the Gulf
of Mexico. Proc. U. s. Natl. Mus., 1:30-42.
Includes the originalc1'escription-of ~- patronus.
1878b. A study of the popular names of the menhaden. Amer.
12:735-739.
-Thisdiscussion of about thirty popular names applied to menhaden
indicates origin of name and area of usage.

~at.,

1878c. The Culpea tyrannus of Latrobe. ~ • ,!!e ~• ~

1:5-6.

• ~•,

An article stating that Latrobe's name of tyrannus has priority
over Mitchellis name of menhaden by 13 years.

-

1879a. A preliminary catalogue of the fishes of the St. John 1 s
River and the east coast of Florida, with descriptions of a new
genus and three new species. Proc. u. s. Natl. Mus., 2:119.
Listed.,
- - 1879b. Natural and economic history of the .American menhaden.
Rept. u. S, Cornm. Fish and Fisheries, 5:1-529 •
.An extensive account of the biology; technology and economies
of the menhaden.
1880. Fishes from the deep water on the south coast of New
England obtained by the u. S Fish Commission in s'Ulll?ller of 1880.
Proc . _!!. s. ~- ~-, ,2:476.
-c!eneraI - spawning habits implied.
0

1882a. Note on article by Capt. E.T . DeBlois on the origin of
the menhaden industry. Bull. u. s. Fish Cornm., 1:46.
See De Blois.
- - ------ 1882b. The carangoid fishes of the United States - pompanoes 1
crevalles, amberfish, etc. Bull. Ue s. Fish Cornm. , 1:34.
Brevoortia patronus; food"""o'f'"Caranx hippos:-- -
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1903 • .American Fishes o L. Co Page & Co., Boston.
- Discusses the seasonal r ange, food, commercial use , numbers caught
and common names for the peri od of 1877.
and Joseph W. Collins. 1882. The winter haddock fishery of
New England . Bull. U. s. Fish Comm. , 1:2290
Haddock bait:-- - - -

and staff of associates. 1884 & 1887. The fisheries and
---f~ishery industries of t he United States. V sections (7 volumes),
u. s. Comm. of Fish and Fisheries.
This extensive work includes many references to menhaden with
plates.
and Tarleton H. Bean. 1879. Catalogue of a collection of fishes
--s-ent from Pensacola, Florida, and vicinity, by Mro Silas Stearns,
with descriptions of six new species. Proc. Uo s. Natl. Mus., 2:1;'.l.
- - Brevoortia patronus listed,
and W. Oo Atwater. 1880. American Fisheries. Orange Judd
_....,N..... Y. : 1-.529. Reviewed in Nature, 22 : 3.35.

&

Co . }

A complete treatise on the biology, taxonomy, and economics of
the menhaden.

Gordon, Malcolm s. 1949. One summer's survey of shallow water fishes
at Coney Island. New York Marine Life, Occasional Papers, !( 7):
23-37.
About 1000 ~. tyrannus were taken in the survey.
1951. Di stribution of common marine fishes of New York and
Sout hern New England. Status Report (13), Contract N60nv264, Task
15.
- Gives seasonal distribution of B. tyrannus for eight areas. Notes
appearance and leaving of young. Gould, N. E. 1885. Time of approach of fish to the New England coast.
Bull. U.S. Fish Comm., 5(14):216.
--Occurrenceandrnovements.
Gowanloch, James Nelson. (no date) . New developments in the menhaden
industry. La. Dept. of Wildlife and Fish, Mimeo .
This is a summary of the history of the menhaden and its use.

---;::---=-- 1932. Sea fishes and sea fishing

in Louisianao Bullo La.
£eq. Cons., 21: 52-53 .
ncludes figure of B. tyrannus with notation of east coast
industry. Notes that menh~den are good bait for jacks.
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193.3. Fishes ar1d fishing in Louisiana. ~ • f!• Dept.
cons., 23:75, 217 .
--rncludes figures]• tyrannus with notation about east con-st _
industrye Notes that menhaden are not commer cially fished in the - G·ulf.
1949. Menhaden Fact and Fallacies. Advertiser Publishing
Coo, Pascagoula, Miss .
Answers six specific questions about the relation of menhaden
fishery to other fisheries as requested by Miss. Seafood Commission .
Concludes that no harm is done to other fisheries by menhaden fis!1ery.

Grant, I. H. 1883 . Movements of menhaden-catch of herring. ~ l . E• ~.
Fish Comm., 3:470.
~enhacten believed not to have returned to Maine coast and herr:bg
are now being used for bait by the fishermen.
Gray, Irving E ~ 1928. The effect of insul in on the blood sugar of
fishes. Amer. Jour. Physiol., 84(3) : 566-573.
Physiology. 1953. The relation of body weight to body surface area in marine
~ishes . Biole Bull., 105:285- 288.
Morphology. _

and F. G. Hall. 1929. The distribution of sugar in the blood
of fishes . Jour. Elisha Mitchell Sci . Soc., 45(1):l42ml46.
Physiology:-

_ _ _ 1930. Blood sugar and activity in fishes with notes on
the action of insulin. Biol . Bull. , 58(3):217-233.
Menhaden, being an active swimmer,nas a very high hemoglobin
content.
Greeley, John R. 1937. Fishes of the area with annotated list . A
biological survey of the lower Hudson watershed. Ann o Rept. N. Y.
Cons. Dept. Supl., 26:910
- -,;isted. Green, James W. and Joseph F. Hoffman. 1953. A study of isotonic solutions for the erythrocytes of some marine teleosts and elasmobranchs.
~ . Bull., 105:293.
Physiology:Gudger, Eugene w. 1910. Notes on some Beaufort fishes - 1909.
Nat., 44:396.
-Occurrence•

~o

-18Gulf and Carribbean group hears menhaden story. 1952. Southern f~herman,
J2(12):78.
-Reports menhaden section of the Gulf and Carribbean Fisheries
Institute meeting at Miami, 1952.
Gulf of Mexico, its origin, waters and marine life. 19540 u. So Fish
and Wildlife Serv. , Fish. Bull., 55( 89) •
Brevoortia sp. is included in Rivas• discussion of the commercial
fishes. Need for further research is noted.
Gunter, Gordon. 1936. Studies of the destruction or marine fish by
shrimp trawlers in Louisiana. _!!. ££~• Review, _2(4):18-24.
Reports menhaden as sixth in abundance among fishes taken in
shrimp trawls.
1938a. A seasonal variation- in abundance of certain estuarine
and marine fishes in Louisiana, with particular reference to life
histories. Ecol. Monog., 8:313-346.
Lists theabundance of 'D. patronus in bays and open Gulf by
months, from 1931•1934.
1938b. The relative numbers of species of marine fish on the
Louisiana coast. Am. Nat., 72:77-83.
Included ~o patronus.""' 1941a. Death of fishes due to cold on the Texas coast, January,
i9Go. Ecology, 22(2):203-208.
Brevoortia patronus, occurrence.
1941b. Relative numbers of shallow water fishes of the
northern Gulf of Mexico, with some records of rare fishes from the
Texas coast • .Amer. Midl. Nat., 26(1):194-200.
B. patronus73:sted as second most abundant fish in northern Gulf
of Mexico.
1942. A list of fishes of the mainland of North and Middle
America recorded from both fresh water and sea water. Amer . Midl.
Nat., 28:305-326.
-Lists B. patronus and B. gunteri as occurring in sea water and
fresh wate1•.
1945. Studies on Marine fishes of Texas. Publ. Inst. Mar.
An extensive study of fishes in Aransas and Copano Bays, Texas,
-- reports discovery of a "completely euryhaline 11 species of
,!3:revoo~tia~ "rather close to or possibly identical with the B.
smit hii of Hildebrand (1941) 11
-

~.:h~; l(J): 2ff._.29 ., :
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19,0. Distribution and abundance of fishes on the Aransas
National Wildlife Refuge, with life history notes. ~ • ~ - ~Sci . , 1(2) : 89~101.
--neport includes specimens of B. gunteri taken at Bay stations.
1954. Repor t on a biological survey of the Mermentau River,
La. project, Mimeo . report prepared for District Engineer, N, o.
District, u. s. Army Engineers, Jan. 1954.
"Menhaden ••• enter these waters••• but the numbers• •• are
sharply diminished when the salinity falls below 0.$/0/00 11 • (p. 13) .
11 Y
oung menhaden invade the lakes in mid-winter. They were taken in
considerable numbers in Grand Lake at a salinity of 0.90. "(p , 14) .
1956a, A revised list of euryhaline fishes of North and Middle
America. The Amer. Midl. Nat,, 56(2):347.
Three species of ~revoortia are added to the list.
1956b. Some relations of faunal dist r i butions to salinity in
estuarine waters. Ecology, 37(3):616-619 ,
This discussion is based primarily on evidence f rom the lower
Mermentau River basin . Tables of number caught and salinity ranges
include figures for Brevoortia.

___ , et al . 1948. Catastrophic mass mortality of marine animals
and coincident phytoplankton bloom on the west coast of Florida,
November, 1946 to August, 1947. Ecol. Mono., 18: 309- 324.
Reports ~. patronus from Fort Myers Beach among Red Tide kill.
II

Gunther, Albert. 1854, Catalogue of fish collected and described by
Laurence Theodore Gronow, now in the British Museum.. London.
Clupea car olinensis: listed.
1868 , Catalogue of fishes in the British Museum.
A brief description of Clupea menhaden (Mitchell) .

7:436.

1880. An Introduction to the Study of fishes . Black, London e
Lists menhaden as a commercial fish of North Atlantic coasts of
the United States e
Hardcastle, Aaron Bascom. (No Date) The Genus Eimeria with special
reference to the species parasi tic on marine fish, Unpublished ms.
:in Library, Duke Univ., Marine Station, Beaufort, N. C
. 41~ of mature menhaden males are infested with gonadal parasite,
El.Illeria brevoortia. Effect on sterility not indicated.
0

-

1941. A sporozoan par asite in the testes of menhaden ,
~ . Elisha Mi t chell Sci. Soc,, .21(2):214- 215.
Parasi t es .
-

-20194.4 . Eimeria Brevoo:i;ti.a na,: a ·new Sporozoan parasite from
- . menhaden (~·evo.o rtia ,!,:11:~1.!1~~1?_) with observations on its life
history. J ou:r. of Parasi co logy, 1Q( 2): 60-68.
A descriptiqn pf the new specie·s.'. ':Tith notes on the life history
in the testes of menhaden. ,
'
:
:
1949. -Additional literature on the . menhad.en •. • Rept. Mar.
Lab. Tex. Game, Fish & Oyster Comm. for the Fis~al Year 1948-49.
- An addition tothe-bibliography :o riginally preparedby J. L.
Baughman and published in the 1947-1948 Annual Report.
Harrison, Roger W. 1931. The menhaden _industry • . ·_!!. ~. Bur. Fish.
Inv. Rept., 1:1-113.
-An extensi,re study of the industry; this work includes history
of the industry and brief biological study. Recommends numerous
improvements .in industry.
Hart, J. L. 1953. Report of committee on commercial fisheries.
Trans. Amer. Fish. Soc.
~nhaden accounted for over 30% of .total commercial catch for
1952. Gulf of Mexico had over 1/3 of .the total menhaden catch.
Hathaway, Walter E. 1910. Effects of menhaden fishing upon the supply
of menhaden and of the fishes that prey upon them~ ~ - _!!. ~. Bur.
~ - , 28(1): 269-278.
·
.
Man's catch of menhaden has very little effect upon the supply
as compared to the number destroyed by predators.
Hawkins, J. W. 1882. An opinion regarding the influenze upon the
coast fisheries of the steame~s used in the menhaden fishery.
~
- _!!. ~. Fish ·comm., ];:266-269.
Very few food fish are caught by menhaden fishermen and the
steamers have no adverse effect on other coastal fisheries.
Henshall, James A. 189.5. Notes on fishes collec.ted in Florida in 1892.
~ . _!:!. ~. ~ Comm., 14:209-221.
. ... _Includes menhaden taken at Tampa, Florida.•. · ..
H'

.

. .

. iggms, ~lmer~ 1941.· Can the . fisheries supply more food?
~ . Fish. Soc., 71: 66-67 • . ·
Fishery
statistics •
.. : .. ..- .

Trans.

'

--,._- and John c. Pearson. 1927. Examination of the summer
fisheries of Pamlico and Core Sounds, N. C. with special reference
to the destruction of undersized fish and the protection of the
~ray sea trout, Cynoscion regalis,(Bloch and Schneider). Rept.
-• ~. ~ . Fish., App. 2:hl-43. Also Bur. Fish. Doc. 1019.
Occurrence:---
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and Russell Lor d. 1927, Preliminary report on the marine
f!sheries of Texas. Rept. !!• ~. ~• ~., :167...199. Also, U. ~
Bur. F~p. Doc, 1009 •
-·Brevoortia patronus: fishery statistics~

Hildebrand, Henry H. 1954. A study of the fauna of the brown shrimp
(Penaeus aztecus Ives) grounds in the western Gulf of Mexico. ~~
Of the "lnst. El_ Mar. Sci., J_(2):286.
- Repor'tea few menhaaen being taken in shrimp trawls.
1955. A study of the fauna of the pink shrimp (Penaeus
duorarum Burkenroad) grounds in the Gulf of Campeche. PubL of the
!nst. of Mar. Sci., 4(1):200.
- ---ileports finding B7 gunteri in shrimp trawl off Punta Morros.
Suggests southerly ~istribution of this species.
Hildebrand, Samuel F. 1920. Two species of menhaden occurring on the
Coast of North Carolina. Rept. !!• ~- Comm. Fish., App. VI.
Discusses two Brevoortia species seen at Beaufort, North Carolina~
1941. An annotated list ef salt and brackish water fishes,
with a new name for a menhaden, found in North Carolina since the
publication of The Fishes of North Carolina, by Hugh M. Smith, in
1907. CoFeia, (4):224.
B. smithii is first named here and differentiated from aureus of
South .Ameri ca.
1948. A review of the American menhaden, genus Brevoortia,
with a description of a new species. Smithsn. Misc. Coll. , (107).
Washington, D. c.
Describes seven species o.f Brevoortia, including new species,
gunteri. Key and comparison of relatea species leave l ittle to be
desirea for recognition of American species excepting larvae and
juvenile so

-~~=--.... and William

Co Schroedero 1928. Fishes of Chesapeake Bayo
Bur. ~ - , 43(pt . I) s102...1os.
LJescrioesT. tyrannus\La Trobe)o Includes illustrations from
egg to post larvae.

N.lloEo. s.

Hollis, Edgar H. 1952. Variation~ in the feeding habits of the striped
bass , Roccus saxatiius Walbaum, in Chesapeake Bay. Bul lo Bingham
Oceanogr, Coli. , it.(I):111-131.
Food of"""stripeabass.
Holmes , Ezekiel. 18630 On the .fishes of Maine containing some of the
elementary principles of ichthyology& Second ann~al report to

-22Senate and House of Representatives of Maine.
Lists Brevoortia menhaden, Gill, (p. 62) and Alosa menhaden,
(p. 32).

Huntsman, A.G. 1921. The fishes of the Bay of Fundy. Contributions to
Canadian Biol., (3):52.
~• tyrannus recorded August 19, 1919.
Jenkins, Oliver P. 1887 . A list of fishes of Beaufort Harbor, North
Carolina. ~ • ~ . ~- ~ Hopkins ~ . 1 .!!(2):86.
Occurrence.
Jones, John M. 1879. Li st of the fishes of Nova Scotia.
Nova Scotian Inst . Nat . Sci., 5:94.
---i:isted. -

-

Proc. Trans.

Jordan, Davids. 1880. Notes on a collection of fishes from St. John's
River, Florida, obt ained by Mr. A.H. Curtiss . Proc. u. s. Natl,
Mus . , 3:22.
- - -Listed.

1886. Notes on fishes collected at Beaufort, North Carolina,
with a revised list of the species known from that locality. ~ •
_!!. s. Natl. ~ . ,' _2a26.
Listed.
1905. A Guide to the Study of fishes. Henry Holt and Company,
New York. 2 vols ,
List s B. tyrannus with illustration (2:51). Includes short
discussion of economic value. Cymothoa praegustator is pointed out
as a parasite in ]2. tyrannus (:340) .
.

1929. Manual of the vertebrate animals of the northeastern
-United States. World Book Co., New York, :41.
General,
---...,_ and Barton W. Evermann. 1896. A check list of the fishes and
fish-like vertebrates of North and Middle America. Rept. U. s.
~ . Fish and Fisheries, :283,
- Brevoortiatyrannul:l, B. tyrannus brevicaudata, B. tyrannus
,E_atronus : listed.
1898-1900~ The fishes of North and Middle
America. Bull. U, s. Natl, Mus., 47:433-434.
Gives descriptions of B, tyrannus, B. tyrannus aurea, B. tyrannus
brevicaudata, and B. tyrannus patronus7

-231902. knerican Food and Game Fishes. Doubleday,
Page&Co., New York .
Includes a general discussion of the genus Brevoortia with
figure of~• tyranpus .
and Charles H. Gilbert. 1879 , Notes on tbe fishes of Beaufort
Har bor, North Carolina. Proc. E• ~. Natl, ~ . , _!:384.
Listed.
1882a.

Fi$hes of North America.

~ • _!!. ~. ~

•

Mus •-;-16: 269 •
-Listed.
1882b . Notes on a collection of fishes f r om
Charlestown,
C, Proc. u. s. Natl , Mus~, 5,584.
Study of a fairly large-series'Ieads him to believe~• pat ronus
is a variety, not a species .

s.

1883a. Notes on fishes observed about Pensacola,
Florida P.nd Galveston, Texas, with descriptions of new species .
Proc . u. s. Natl, Mus., 5:246.
--Brevoor tiapatrorius: -listed, brief remarks.
1883b. Synopsis of the fishes of North Amer ica.
Bull-:-U. s. Natl. Mus., 16:269-270.
-,revoorti'a"tyraruius, !=° patronus: general description.
_ _ _ , B. w. Evermann and H. w. C1ark. 1928. Check list of fishes
and fish.like vertebrates of North and Middle America north of the
northern boundary of Venezuela and Columbia. Rept. _!!. ~• ~ Fish,, (Pt. 2):670.
--i:ists ~- tyrannus, ~- ~• brevicaudata and~• patronus with
synomyms and range ,
·
June, Fred. (No Date). A provisional bibliography of menhaden. Mimeo.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Beaufort, N. c.
Jurgens, Kenneth c. and Clark Hubbs. 1953. A check list of Texas
fresh water fishes. Texas Game and Fish Magazine. March.
List ·•.
Karrick, Neva L 1957, Progress on fish meal nut ritive value studies.
u. S, Fi sh and Wildlife Serv ,, Comm . Fish. Rev,., 19(5):17-18 ,
Report on ·preparation of meal, animal feeding studies and
composition studies,
0

Kemp, R, J, 1949a, Report on stomach analysis from June l, 1949, through
August 31, 1949 . Rept. ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ , ~ ~ O y s t e r ~ •

~

the Fiseal_ Year ~948~~949 :101-127.
Lists stomach contents ~023 fishes and mammals examined.

1949b. Report . on stomach analysis. ~• Rept. Tex. ~ , ~
--arid Oyster Comm.
-Menhadenwere found in the stomachs of several fish examined.
Kendall, W. C. 1908a. Effects of the menhaden and mackerel fisheries
upon the fish ~upply ~ ~ - ~• ~• ~• ~ - , 28(1) : 279-293.
A general discussion of the major aspects ofthe menhaden and
mackerel with no new evidence brought forth.
1908b. Fauna of New England.
Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 7(8):40.
Listed. -

List of the fishes.

2-£2•

Pap.

1911. An account of Tisburg Great Pond, Martha 1 s Vineyard
with a list of fishes collected in October and November, 1906.
Rept. Mass, Comm. Fish., (25):147.
--i:isted. 1914. An annotated catalogue of the fishes of Maine. Proc.
Portland Soc. Nat. Hist., 3(1):28.
Occurrence, bibliograpny included annual reports not cited here.
Knapp, Frank T. 1948. A p~rtial analysis of the Texas menhaden
problem with notes on the food of the more important fishes of
the Texas Gulf Coast. Rept.Mar. Lab. Tex. Game, Fish and Oyster
Comm. for the Fiscal Year 19'Ii7=48-:-- ---rfased onlhree montns"of investigation, the conclusion is tentatively drawn tha.t purse seining is not harmful to other fisheries .
1949. Menhaden utilization in relation to the conservation
Dept. of Wildlife

~ food and game fishes of the Texas Gulf Coast.
Management, A. & M. College of Texas •

Deals primarily with stomach contents of game and commercial
fishes. Concludes that menhaden plays only small part in food
demands of these fishes, with shrimp playing the major role.
_

19.53. Fishes found in the fresh waters of Texas . Ragland
Studio and Litho. Printing Co., Brunswick, Ga. :32- 34.
Lists B, patronus and B. gunteri with illustrations after
Hildebrand (1948).
-

Kudo, R. 1920. Studies on Myxosporidia. A synopsis of genera and
species . Ill. Biol. Mono., 5(3,4):1-265.
~ . t:vranruis parasitised by chloromyxum clupeidae.

Kuntz, Albert, and Lewis Radcliff. 1918, Notes on the embryology
and larval development of twelve teleostean fishes. Bull. u. s.
Bur. Fish., 35:87-134.
- -Giv'es"°descriptions of egg, embryo and larval stages of B. tyrannus
with illustrations. The 11 Key to eggs of certain fishes" should
be helpful for identification.
Kyle, Harry M.

(16) :49.

1926. The Biology of Fishes. Macmillan Co., N. Y.,

This general work notes the migratory tendency of menhaden.

Langlois, Thomas H. 1948. North American atte~pts at fish management.
Bull. Bingham Oceanographic Coll., 11(4):33~44.
~otes that menhaden is among fisnes with unknown biology. Points
to menhaden as an example of tremendous unexplained fluctuation.
Latham, Roy, 1917. Migration notes of fishes, 1916, from Orient,
Long Island. Copeia, (41):18.
·
Among other fishes, Brevoortia tyrannus noted first taken May
5, last taken Dec. 15. (Author notes that not so many young had
been noticed in 15 years.)

1918. Notes on fishes at Orient, Long Island in 1917.
CoEeia, (57):54.
Occurrence of young menhaden noted during summer of 1917.
Adults very rare throughout season.
1919. Record of fishes at Orient, Long Island in 1918.
Copeia, (71):55.
Occurrence •
1922. 1921 fish notes from Orient, Long Island.

(112):81.

C&peia,

Listed.
Latrobe, B. H....1802. A drawing and description of the Clupe~ tyrannus
and Oniscus praegustator. Trans. ~• Philos. ~•, 5:77-81.
Original description.
Lee, c. F. 1952. 11 King 11 menhaden.
Inst., :107-110.
-U-eneral review.

Fisheries Yearbook., ~ - ~ •

Legislation in regard to fisheries. 1882. Rept. !!• ~• ~• Fish
~ Fisheries, 7:xxii.
Notes laws passed by State of Maine to prohibit menhaden fishing
inside 3 mile limit. Fluctu~tion of menhaden population in Maine
waters in 1879 is discussed.

-26I.epkovsky, Samuel. 1930. The distribution of serum and plasma proteirs
in fish. ~ • ~ • ~ • , ~(2):667-673.
Physiology.
r.esueur, Charles A. 1823. On three new species of parasitic vermes
belonging to the Linnaean genus Lernaea. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
3(2):288.
- Parasites.

-----

Linton, E. 1901a. Fish parasites collected at Woods Hole in 1898.
Bull. U.S. Fish Comm., 19:277.
~ . t:vr~nnusparasitisea by Distoma pyriforme and£. vitellosum.
1901b. Parasites of fishes of the Woods Hole region. Bu11.
Fish Comm., 19:440.
- B. "cy';anmisparasitised by Distomum appendiculatum, ~. p:vrifor.me,
and-.e. vite llosum.
O.

s.

1904. Parasites of fishes of Beaufort, North Carolina. Bull.
_!!. s. Bur. Fish., ~:352.
~ . tyrannus parasitised by Distomum al?Eendiculatum
.. •
1908 •. Notes of parasites of Bermuda fishes. Proc. u. s. Natl.
- - -Distomum fenestratum, n. sp., found on a local "fish". Forms
resembling these were found at Beaufort, N. c. on menhaden.

Mus., 33:112.

1925. Notes on cestade parasites of sharks and skates.
~ .. ~. Natl.• ~ . , ~(21):86, 99.
Parasites.

-Proc.

1940. Trematodes from fishes mainly from t he Woods Hole region,
Massachusetts. Proc. u. s. Natl. Mus., 88:120, 168.
Parasites. - - ~nnberg, Einar. 1894~ List of fishes observed and collected in south
Florida. Oefvers. Svenska Vet. Akad. Forh., 51:114.
Listed.
Loring, Joseph G. 1873. Condition of the shore fisheries of Massachusetts and Rhode Island in 1871. Rept. ~• ~. ~ • Fish~
Fisheries, (1):49-51.
Occurrence.
Lowe, Robert G., Jr. 1952. An outline of the menhaden i ndustry.
Proc. Gulf and Car. Fish. Inst., Fifth Ann. Sess., :14- 17.
~ists the species"""ofBrevoortia, describesthe fishing process
notes the increase in the Gulf menhaden fishery.

an:i

-27Lund E. J. 1935. Some facts relating to the occurrence of dead and
a;ing fish on the Texas coast during June, July and August, 1935 •
.Ar::,, Rept ~ Tex. Game , Fish and Oyster Comm. for the Fiscal Year

W34:1J)5, ·;m-55:- - -

-

-

- -

-

-

--- --

~~his :report indicates that about 85% of the heavy summer kill of
fishes on the Texas coast in 193.5 were menhaden .
Lyman, Theodore, 1873: On pos~ible_exhaustion of the sea- f i sheries .
Rept. u. s . Comm. Fish a:1d FJ.sher1es, 1!112-116.
- Reports menfiadenfound~-in-'stomach of bluefish (p . 15) and
caught in gill nets (p. 2.5) . Menhaden pr eferred to scup as bait.
Maddocks, Luther. 1878. The menhaden fishery of Maine with statistical
and historical details, its relation to agri culture and a direct
source of human food, new processes, products , and discoveries .
Secy. Rept. Assn . Me . Oil and Guano Mfg. :1-48.
Major commercial fisheries with data on research expeditions . 1956.
Fish and Wildl ife Service, Fisheries leaflet, (435) : 1- 20 .
This series of statisticai'tables includes data on menhaden
research.
Marshall, Nelson. 1949. Conflicting interests in marine fisheries .
Trans. 14th N. A. Wildlife Conf., 14: 429-432.
--riicludes controversy in regard
menhaden and bluefish.

to

Martin, Stephan J. 1883. Notes on the fisheries of Gloucester ,
Massachusetts. Bull. U. s. Fish Comm., 3(10):173-174, 177.
Fishery mentionea. - - 1884a. Notes on the fisheri es of Gloucester , Massachusetts.
Bull. U.S. Fish Comm . , 4(6) :91.
~wo-boats had ari'u"nusually large cat ch on November 9, 1883.
1884b. Notes on the fisheries of Gloucester, Massachusetts .
~ Comm., _!:(16):2.52.
Large numbers of menhaden seen in Tauten River May 24, 1884.

~ . Q. ~.

Massman, William H 19.53. Relative abundance of young fishes in
Virginia estuaries. Trans. of 18th N. A, Wildlife Conf., 18:439-446.
Includes menhaden Iii"sevenclupeoid fishes discussed and
compared.
0

19.540 Marine fishes in fresh and brackish waters of Virginia
ri7ers. Ecology, 35(1):76-78.
Reports B, tyramius taken 3.5 miles upstream in rivers studied.
Only young are taken in these "fresh11 waters.

- 28, Ernest c. Ladd and HenryW. McCutcheon. 1952. A surf ace
--t-ra-w-::-1 f or sampling young fishes in tidal r ivers. Trans . N. A.
Wildlife .9EE.f •, 11:386-391.
- Occurrence.

19.54. Post larval and young of t he
- ----B. tyrannus
in brackish and freshwaters of Virginia.
Copeia, (i ):19-23 .

- ---.-~'
menhaden

Reports collection methods used and distribution of post larvae
and young menhaden •in three Virginia river s.
Mather, Fred. 1884. Notes on cod, shrimp, et c•., at Cold Spring
Harbor. Bull. u. S, Fi sh Comm., 4(8) :123 .
Mentioned . - - Mazyck, w. St. J. 188.5. Scarci ty of menhaden, sea trout and skipjack off coast of South Car olina. Bull. u. s. Fish Comm., .5:8.5-86.
Reports scarci ty of fish wit h la~scnoo!s appearing inNovember.
Meglitsch, Paul A, 1947 . Studies on Myxosporidia from the Beaufort
region. II. Observati ons on Kudoa clupeidae (Hahn),. Jour. Parasit.,

33:271-277.

-

Parasites.

-----

-

Menhaden f i sher y of South Carolina could be expended. 19.5.5 . Nat.
Fisherman, 36(7):18.
·
South Carolina has not developed the menhaden industry to its
maximumo

Menhaden f i shery shows decreased yield in t he South Atlantic.
Fishery Market News, 1(2) :11.
Notes decreasing production in the menhaden industry.

1939 .

Merriman, Daniel. 1937. Notes on life history of striped bass (Roccus
lineatus) . Copeia, (1) :33.
Lists]. tyrannus as a food of striped bass.

1947. Notes on the mid-summer ichthyofauna of a Connecticut
beach at different tide level s . Copeia, (4):281-286.
Reports B. tyrannus caught only once at middle and high tide .
Notes that this species moves in over new ground with the tide.
Metzelaar, Jan. 1919 . over tropi sch atlantische vi sschen. F. J.
Bellinfante, The Hague .
Lists]?. tn:annus (p. 203) in Part II, Marine Fishes of Tropical
West Africa, as being found on bot h sides of. the Atlantic.

-29Miles, Dewey w. 1949. A study of the food habits of the fishes of
the Aransas Bay area. Tex. Jour. Sci.
Reports examination of stomach contents of fishes from Aransas
Bay area.
and Ernest Go S:iinmons. 1950. The menhaden fishery. Marine
Laboratory Series II, Bull. Tex. Game, Fish and Oyster Comm., :1-28.
This paper reviews the menhaden l'iterature briefly and discus:s ~s
the question of menhaden fisheries versus other commercial and
sports fisheries. A method of identifying menhaden in stomach
contents of other fishes is presented.
Mitchill, s. L. 1815. The fishes of New York, described and arranged.
Trans. Lit. and Philos. Soc., New York, I:453.
---synononiy ciupea menhaden. - Mosher, Gideon. 1883. The menhaden question. Fall River, Mass.
1882. Do striped bass (Roccus lineatus) feed on menhaden. ~ •
.!!• ~. Fish ~ . , 1:410.
Stripea bass do not feed upon menhaden, based upon observations
while cleaning tens of thousands of striped bass.
Murphy, R. c. and Francis Harper. 1915. Ichthyological notes from
Montauk, Long Island. Copeia, (23):41.
Authors note that the local menhaden fishery has practically
failed this season.
McDonald, Marshall. 1892. The natural history of the menhaden and
~ackerel, with notes on the fisheries. Fishery question - u~ s.
and CG11ada. Senate Misc. Doc. No. 156 (52nd. Congress), l!l-14.
General, fishery.- MacDonald, Rose M. E. 1921. An analytical subject bibliography of
the publications of the Bureau of Fisheries, l871-1920. Rept •
.!!• £• ~• ~-, (5) :55-59, also Bur. Fi§h. Doc. 899.
Bibliography.
Nichols, J. T. and c. M. Breder. 1927. The marine fishes of New
York and southern New England. Zoologica, 9:41-42.
Includes a brief description and range of menhaden.
Norman, J. R. 1948. A History of Fishes. A. A. Wyn, New York.
:132.
Notes the preying of bluefish on menhaden.
Notevarp, Olav. 1949. Recent advances in methods of handling, preservation, . processing and distribution of fish. Developments in
utilization, new products and by-products. Proc. u. N. Sci. Conf •

..........

---.---.-

on the Cons. and Utilization of Resources, 7:84-89.
- Included :inthis view of the utilization-of the world 1 s fish
catch is a consideration of the utilization of 11 stick iiater 11 in
menhaden and other fatty fish processing plants .
Parr, Albert E. 1930. Teleostean shore and shallow water fish from
the Bahamas and Turk Island. Bull. Bingham Oceanogr. Coll., z(4~3.
Listed from Florida.
Pearse, Arthurs. 1947. Parasitic copepods from Beaufort, North
Carolina. Jour. Elisha Mitchell Sci.~., 63(1):12.
ParasiteS:Pearson, John C. 1941. The young of some marine fishes taken in
lower Chesapeake Bay, Virginia, with special reference to the gray
sea trout, Cynoscion regalis (Bloch). Fish and Wildlife Service
Fishery Bull., 50:79-102.
Reports young~. tyrannus taken during May, 1929 and April, 1930.
Peck, James I. 1894. On the food of menhaden. Bull • .!!• ~- Fish
Comm., 13:113-126.
~hisstudy made at Woods Hole, establishes the menhaden as a
plankton feeder. Includes description and drawings of gill
raker arrangement and structure.

_

1896. The sources of marine food.
15:351-368.
-

Bull •

.!!• ~-

Fish Comm.,

Menhaden composes 3.3% of the food of Cynoscion regalis.

Penington, Robert. 1908. Facts concerning the menhaden industry
along the Atlantic Coast. Jacksonville: 1-23.
East coast industry.
Perley, Moses Henry. 1852. The sea and river fisheries of New
Brunswick. Frederiction: 208.
Includes Alosa menhaden. Notes that the mossbunker is exclusively a sea fish never entering fresh water and is sometimes
caught in numbers in the "Harbor of St. John" in the rivers.
Possible menhaden industry for Texas.

,§(9):55-57.

1948. Southern Fisherman,

Discusses the reasons for and against a menhaden industry in
Texas.
Power, E. A. and c. E. Peterson. 1956. Fisheries of the United States
and Alaska, 1955. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Statistical information includes menhaden.

---

Pratt, Joseph Ha 19170 Fisheries of North Carolinao Jour o El isha
Miteh~tl Seio Soc., 32(4):159.
Men itonea. -

.
'

'

Radd1if!e·., lewis .ihd William W. Welsh. 1917 o Notes on a collection
of .ff.Shes fr6tfl the head of Chesapeake Bay. ~ oE!2!o ~• ~ •,

30:40.

-

Listed .

Rafinesque, c. s. 18180 Museum of natural sciences (second decade
of new North American fishes) o ilmer3 Mont h. Mago and Crito Rev. ,
2(3) , 204-207 0

-

Clupea neglecta:

-

-

-

-

-

synonymy.

Raney, Edward c. 19500 Freshwater fishes . The James River basin,
past, present and future. Va. Acad. Sci., :1~155.
Mentioned •
. and William H. Massmanno 1953. The fishes of t he tidewater
--s-e-etion of the Pamunkey River, Virginia. ~
ct .2£ ~ o ~
- .2£
Sci., 43(12) a424- 432ct
-Annotated list of species reports~. t~annus often £01;1r1d in
fresh water with post larvae of 20 to 30 mm. taken in April in
plankton nets.

Rathbun, Richard. 1882 0 List of marine invertebrates from the New
England coast, di stributed by the United States National Museum~
~

• ~ o So~•~•$

(4) :305.

Copepod Temora longicornis called "menhaden feed".

1884. Annotated list of t he described speci es of parasitic
Copepoda ( Siphonostoma) from .American waters contained in the
United States National Museum. Proc. Uo s. Natl. Mus., 7i49lo
Parasites.
- - 1888. Descriptions of new species of parasitic copepods,
belonging to the genera Trebius t Perissopus, and lernanthropus ..
Proc. u. s. Natl. Mus., 1o(1887J:~-$61:
--P-arasfEes-;-- 1894.- Report upon ·the inquiry reepeoting food...fishea . and
fisliing grounds • Re~t. U~ S~ Comm .. Fish and Fisheries, ·: 110 o •
Spawning mentione • - - _

1896. Menhaden fisheryc. Repto u. s. Comm. Fish and Fisheries",
20:94'...9,.
- - - Observations .failed to reveal ripe males and females in Chesapeake
B~ at the same time, although menhaden were believed to spawn in
the b~s,.

-32Ray, Carleton andLll.g~ Ciampio. l.S5-6tt The .t1~derwater; G\lide 'to .,
HarjJ)e Lii'eo A. S11 Bar~s and Coo., l!eu Yoj'lc. :18,S.,,6 ,

Includes a brief reference to menhaden .
Regan, c. Tate. 1917. A revision of the clupeoid fishes of the genera
Pomolobus, Brevoortia, and Dorosoma, and their allies. Anno and
Flag. Na-E. tl!st., !t(112')'d~97...j!60
· ·· · · ·
··
-Taxonomy ~o t;rrannus and~• J?atronus.
Reid, George K., Jr. 1955ao A summer study of the biology and
ecology of East Bay, Texas, Pt. I. Tex. Joure Sci., 7(3).
Description of area and collectionaata are presented. Notes
that B. patronus constituted the greatest part of stomach contents
of Cy§oscion arenariu.s.
1955b. A summer study of the biology and ecology of East Bay,
----irexas, Part II. Tex. Jour. Sci., 7(4).
Total of l,888"1r; patronuswas taken. Discussion includes
warning that statistical. treatment of this species should be
approached with caution.
19560 Ecological investigations in a disturbed Texas coastal
--;stuary. Tex. Jour, Sci., 8(3).
The study ofnlghersalinity water m East Bay, Texas, after
the opening of Rollover Pass showed an increase in relative
numbers of menhaden takeno
Reintjes ~ John W. 1957. A bibliography of the biology of North
American menhadeno Fish and Wildlife Service, Special Scientific
~~t: Fisho (In press) .
A comprehensive bibliography of the biology of the menhaden
t-,ith brief annotations .
Rich., Walter H. 19350 The horse mackerel (tuna) fishery of Maine e
Q• s. Bur. Fishe Mem. Ser., 339:2.
Food of tunao Richa~dson, Harrieto 1900. Synopses of North Amer ican invertebrates.
Bo The Isopoda. Amer. Nat.,, 34:221.
Parasites.
Richardson, Harriet. 1905. Monograph on the i sopods of North America,
Bullo .!!• ~• ~ • Muse, 21: 2Jl ...234 o,
~lencira praeeyitator, parasite of ~ o tn:annus and B0 P;-';tronus
1
is escribed.
Rivas, Lo R. 1949. Check list of the Florida game and commercial marine
fishes ~ Florida Bd. of Conso Ed o, (4):7.
Includes ]i.tyfannus wit1i common names 0

Robinson, L No 1948. The report on the menhaden investigation
Mimeo. Rept. Mar . ~- ~- ~ ' ~ ~ Oyster ~ . for 'the
Fiscal Y_g~:r:_ l.lli-_48, : 37.
- Reports study and examination of fish stomach contents :in
Mesquite Bay and the Galveston areao
0

Rounsfell, George A. and We Harry Everhart. 1953. Fishery Science
Its methods and Applications. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. i New York
. Illustrations. include school 01' menhaden photographed (ng. 2 ~)
by spotting plane and shown (fig. 10.1) on echogram, Suggests•that disappearance of Maine menhaden may be caused by long tel'!l!
hydrographic cycles.
Rush, w. A. 1952. Observations of age and growth in the menhaden
(Brevoortia tyrannus) as determined by scale examination. Cooeia,
(3):208-209.
--Describes methods used and reports results on 34 samples.
Ryder, John
logy of
horse).
Gill

A. 1882a. A contribution to the development and morphothe Lophobranchiates: (Hippocampus antiquorum, the seaBull. u. s. Fish Comm,, 1:193.
structure :: morphology. -

1882b, The protozoa and prototypes considered as the pr:iJnary
or indirect source of the food of fishes. BulL u. s. Fish CoM?t,,
1:236.
- Food.

-

- - -----

Say, Thomas. 1818. An account of the Crustacea of the United States,
Jour. Acad~ Nat. Sci. Phila.,:395-396 .
Parasites .
Scattergood, 1 w. 1948. Notes on some Gulf of Maine fishes.
Copeia, (2):142-144.
Several schools of menhaden were observed in the summer of
1946 and 1947 for the first time in a decade.
0

P. S~ Trefethen and G0 W0 Coffin. 1951a. Notes on
Gull of Maine fishes in 1949. Copeia, ( 4): 298.
. 19h9
Reports a large catch of menhaden in Gulf of Maine durJ.!lg
and the two previous years.
, ____
-.--.......-· 1951b. Notes on the si·ze of
_ _m_e..,nh...a-d"""e-n taken in Maine during 1949. Copeia, (1):93-94• but
Contains a table of sizes by sex with average mean of a ~thS
320 mm. Sexual development indicated spawning in s~er
and young were found in fall. 5,000,000 lbs . taken jJl 19
---,,-,:,.,,,..._,,... ,

h~•

-34Schioedte, Jorgen c. and F .. Meinerte., 1881 . Symbol ae ad Monog:ra h~
cymothoarum, crustaceorum Isopodiom Familiae o II Antiloc:ri daP ~
Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift. Copenhagen, 3(13)tl52-154.
e.
Parasites.

Fowiet'~ '·1904. The fishes of Nantucket. Proc. Acad . Nat. Sci, Phila., 56:507.
Listed:-- -

Sharp, Benjamin and Henry W.

Sharpe, Bill. 1946. Menhaden are prized for oil and meal. Atlant!E
Fisherman., Feb. : 21.
- Notesthei°' :iinportance of t he menhaden fishery , describes
migratory and feeding habits 'With vari ous other notes .
Sherwood, George Ho and Vinal N. Edwards. 1902. Notes on the mig:re:tions, spawning, abundance, etc., of' certain fishes in 1900,
Bul l ! ,!!o ,2o ~ Comm., _g_: 27.
Occurrence and abundance.
Simmons, Er nest G. 1948. Fish other than menhaden caught in the
purse seines. Mimeo. Rept o Mar. Lab. Tex. Game, Fish and
Qyste,r ~ . f2! ~ FfscaJ Year 1947-.!ill, ~:--nr:J5' One month of collecting on a menhaden boat revealed that
less than 1% of the purse seine catch is other than menhaden,
1949. Problems of menhaden fishing industry. ~ '
4:3-5.
- Writel' reports having worked on project reported by Knapp
(1949) checking fish caught by 11H. s. Dashiel" . .02,% of the L)
catch was food or game fish. Compares result s with Smith (169 •
Smiley, Charles W. 188Ja. List of papers relating to t~e w~rk of
the United States Fish Commission from its organization lJl he
1671 to July 1, 1883, and which have been published under t
diI"ection of the United States Fish Commission, the Nationa1iS
Museum and the Tenth Census., together with a topical synops
of the titles. Bull. u. s. Fish Comm., 3:1- 84.

Bibl i0~hy.- -

-

-

-

-

i883b. The proposed use of s~amers in the mackerel
fishery, . Bull. ij. S, Fish Comm., 2;155,
Fisher~r"'"rnentioned. -.,... ....
? .

S,
13u11. -U· Brief notes on fish ang the fisheries. ::::;::i~h £0.~. , !J:( 20) : .312.
.
'
.
. Mentioned.. ·. .
.
1884.

'

~

1885a. Notes upon fish and fisheries.
Comm • ., 2(5):15, (6):85, (7):110.
Occurl'ence, abundance and dates.

Bull•

E, ~- ~

188Sb. Notes upon fish and the fisheries.
Fish~., ,2(22):337, 350.
--ciccurrence mentioned.

Bull. u. s
- -•

1887a. Notes upon the fish and the fisheries. Bull. u. s
Fish Comm., 6(9):136.
- -•
-,:irs'tappearance of menhaden noted on April 5, 1886.
1887b. Notes upon fish and the fisheries. Bull. u. s.
~ ~ - , ,2(26):407,413-414.
- Reports mass mortality of small {2-5 in.) menhaden on
North Carolina coast in December, 1886.
Smith, H. M. 1892. Notes on a collection of fishes from the
lower Potomac River, Maryland. Bull. u. s. _Fish • .Comm., 10:63-

72.

.__.__. -

-

----- - -

-

B. tyrannus is found in large numbers at mouth of Potomac
and-in dry seasons, ascends the river to Mt. Vernon.
1893a. Menhaden fishery. Rept. !!• §.. ~ • ~ ~
Fisheries, 1889•1891:202•203.
An account of the menhaden leaving the coast of Maine,
1893b. Report on a collection of fishes i'rom the Albemarle
region of North Carolina. .__,,
Bull. u. s. __,,...._.....,...
Fish Corgm., 11:191, 195,
Occurrence.

- --

---

- --.. 1893c. Report on the fisheries of the south Atlantic
stat:s• Bull. JI. ~ o F:i,sh Comm., ,!1: 271-355.
Fishery statistics.
189La. Menhaden fishery.
F'ishe:-ies, : 157.
Mentioned.

Rept.

!!• ~- ~• ~ ~

1894b. Economic and natural history notes on fishes of
the northern coast of New Jersey. Bull. U. S. Fi~ .£21,!!•'
12:369.
- -Notes abundance of menhaden and use as bait.
1895. Report on the menhaden fisheries of the middle
Atlantic states. Bullo u. s. Fish Comm., 14:462-464. ?JIJll8flts
Presents statistics, for the~iod l889:'.:i891 with co
on discrepancies in statistics given by states.
1896a. Menhaden fishery.
Fisheries, :108~112.

Re12t•

!!• ~•

CQ!!l•

~~

Report· of survey where biologist were placedJon menhaden
steamPrs to analyze the catch and determine if the industry
was harming the other fisheries.

1896b. Notes on an investigation of the menhaden fishery
in 1894, with special reference to the food fishes taken. Bull
U. S. Fish. Comm., 15: 285-302.
-•
- lreports findingsof agents covering the catch of two vessels
during the 1894 fishing season. Observations include other fish
taken and condition of gonads.
1898.

.!! 2·
0

~

Thee fis~es found in the vicinity of Woods Hole. ~•

~-, .:Z:91.

Listed with dates.

1902. River and lake fishes of Maine. Report on the inquu,
respecting food fishes and fishing grounds. Rept,, !!• ~. ~
Comm., :111-112~
. 1• •
Occurrence of young.

1907. The fishes of North Carolina. N. c. Geol., and
.
Economy Survey, 2(11):130•133. ·
This includes ~. tyrannu:!_ with description and notes on migra•
tion, food, spawning, and industrial importance.
and B. A. Bean. 1899. List of fishes known to inhabit the
waters of the District of Columbia and vicinity. !!Jd• ~• ~•
Fish Comm., 18:179-187.
~:tyrannus ascends the river as far as Ft. Washington in
dry-seasons.
Smith, Jerome v. c. 1833. Natural History of the Fishes of
Massachusetts. Allen and Tickner. Boston. :159-160.
Brief, general account.
So~r 1 Adelbert. 1887.
Fish~., §.:136.

First appearance of menhaden.

Occurrence in Maryland.

-

Bull-

E· ~-

South Carolina menhaden industry needs development. 195h. ~•
Fish. ~ . , ]&(8) :35-36.
the
-,he catch of menhaden in South Carolina is not up to
capacity.
·d

~

Southwick, J. M. K.
1885. The appearance of shark, squJ. '
and frost fish. Bull. U., s. Fish Comm., 5:358.
d on
Notes abundance'o? menhaden:-states that squid fee
menhaden.

..37_

1894. Our ocean fisheries and the effect of legis:tat:i.on
upon the fisheries. Bull. u. s. Fish Comm., 13:43.
Fishery mentioned.- - - · Spangler, A. M. 1894. The decrease of food fishes in Americ~~
waters and some of the causes. ~ • !!• .§.. ~ ~ . , ,;;J:27.3o
Fishery.
·

1

Stearns, Silas. 1879. A note on the Gulf menhaden, Brev00rtia
patronus Goode. ~ • !!• ~. ~.M~s 0 !:181-182°:-----·An observation of ~• patronus in Pensacola Bay and fresh uater,
Also an observation on parasite Cymothoa praegustato1.:.
Stevenson, Charles H. 1893.
!!• ~. ~ Comm. , !!: 379.
"Gulf menhaden~

The coast, fisheries of Texas,. Re-;:it,

1904. The menhaden industry. Rept.

:255-272.

!!• ~. ~ . ~,,

General re~iew of the industry.
Stew Over Fish: Menhaden catch drops sharply, may boost poultry
feed prices. 1957. The Wall Street Journal, July, 2:15,
A Wall Street Journal News Roundup, this artiC:fo r ep )rts
an apParent drop in 1957 catch and the award of researc;1 contracts to Gulf Coast Research Laboratory and Tulane University,
1

Storer, David Humphries. 1846. A synopsis of the fishes of North
Amer~ca. Mem. ~ - Acad. ~ ~ - , _g:459.
Lists Alosa menhaden with description.

1858. A history of the fishes of Massachusetts. ~ ·
~ . :~~-~Sci., £:359.
Listed Alosa tyrannus.

Story, Margaret. 1938. West Indian Clupeid fishes of the Genus
Harengula. Stanford Ichthyological ~ . , 1(1).
d hoto
This review includes brief reference to Brevoortia an P
of!!• tyrannus cleared and stained.
;..
Sumner, Francis B., Raymond c. Osborn, and Leon J. Cole: . 1
:ill
biological survey of the waters of Woods Hole and vi~S y
two ~arts. ~ • l!• ~• ~ • Fish., 31(1):142, (2~:lo
nortJI•
Lists !!• .tn,anhus among fishes having a pre~om:11an~ ~d
'!ard range. . Part I)._ . Iri Part: . II,_.~- tyrannus discu"'s - '
including list of known parasites.

if;

i
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Suttkus, Royal D. 1956. Early life history of the Gulf menhaden
Brevoortia patronus, in Louisiana. Trans. ~ ! . ~• Wildlif~
~ - , :390-407.
Describes larvae and young menhaden from Lake Ponchartrain.
Includes analysis of proportional measurements, clearly showing
transitional stage.
·
Tanner, Z. L. 1885. Report on the work of the u. s. Fish Commission
steamer "Albatross" for the year ending December 31, 1883.
Rept. .!! • ~. .Corrim. Fish and Fisheries, : 117-236.
The "Report of J. W. Collins" describes an effort to learn
something of the migration of menhaden and other fishes. No
additional knowledge was gained.
Taylor, Clyde C., Henry B. Bigelow and Herbert W. · Graham. 1957.
Climatic trends and the distribution of marine animals in New
England. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, ~ • ~ .., z.1(115).
Menhaden, which had not been fished in Maine waters since the
end of the 19th century, reappeared there in 1945 and are
commercially exploited.
Taylor, Harden F. 1917. Mortality of fishes, west coast of Florida.
~- !!• ~- Comm. Fish., :10, also_!!.~.~. ~ - 22£• 848,
~revoortia E.,atronus listed.
Thompson, Benjamin F. 1839. History of Long Island. E. French,
New York. :44.
Tells of menhaden being used as fertilizer by the farmers of
Long Island.
Thompson, w. F. 1916. Fishes collected by the United States ~eau
Fisheries steamer "Albatross11 , during 1888, between Montevideo,
Uruguay, and Tome, Chile, on the voyage through the Straits of
Magellan. Proc. u. s. Natl. Mus., So:4o5-6.
Describesspecimens of ~revoortiataken from Montevideo•
·
b"t the
Tracy, Henry C. 1909. Annotated list of fishes known to. lllh\~.
79•
waters of Rhode Island. ~ - Rept. !!• .!• ~- IE• ~, ·

81.

Brief general account.
True, Frederick Wo 1883. A list of the vertebrate animals 0 ~r 10:
South Carolina. Separate from unknown publication, Chap
256.
Listed.
1'>8

Truitt, Reginald V, Barton A. Bean and Henry W. Fowler. l9i 9' (J):Slfishes of Maryland. State !:.f.. ~. ~ - Dept, ~ - ~ - ,

-39Description and locations of Maryland~. tyrannus with colll!non
names.
and Vadim D• Vladykov. 1937. Striped bass
investigations in the Chesapeake Bay. Trans~ Amer. Fish. ____
Soc .,
66:225.
- Food of striped bass.

- · --

Trumbull, J. H. and J. Joselyn. 1879. Etymology of the names of
the menhaden. Rept. _!!. ~. Comm. ~~Fisheries. , z(ll).
Reports origin of name of menhaden as being Indian word for
fertilizer.
Turrentine, J. W. 1913. The fish-scrap fertilizer industry of the
Atlantic coast. Bull._!!.~. Dept. Agric., _g_:1050.
An excellent review of the history, biology and technology
of the menhaden, this bulletin offers theories and predictions
as well.

u. s.

production of menhaden products. 1953. ~ . ~ • ~.,
150!) :31-32.
- A table of production by years from 1942-1952, with destination
of product.

U.

s.

Fish Commission. 1885. Bull. U. s. Fish Comm. , 5:110.
First menhaden of the yearspotted offNewJersey coast April
23, 1885.

U.

s.

Fish and Wildlife Service. 1956 research and activities under
the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act, Fiscal Year, 1956. u. s. Dept. of
Int.
This progress report for 1956 gives results of east coa~t
menhaden studies for that year. Plates include scale showwg
annuli, and chart indicating geographical distribution.

Commission of Fish and Fisheries. 1882. Rept. !!• £• ~•
Fish~ Fisheries, 1•
•t
~ection 9 notes laws passed by State of Maine to prohibid n
menhaden fishing inside 3-niile limit. Fluctuati on of menha e
population in Maine waters in 1879 is discussed.

u. s.

Vail, D. F. 1883. Why the catching of menhaden with seines, etc.,
should be restricted. ~ • !!• ~. ~ ~.,_1.:469~
il
Holds that menhaden fishing should be prohibited J.Il Apr
and May to protect spawning stock.
. coast
Van Doren, Louis o. 1884. The fishes of the east Atlantic 1' 1,:
that are caught with hook and line . The American Angler• '
Popular, gener~l, ba~t.

-40..
1Jernberg, John. 1954. The respiratory metabolism of tissues of
marine teleosts in relation to activity and body size. Biol
Bull. , 106(3):360-370.

~

•

~genuptake of liver, muscle and brain tissue of toad
fish, actively swimming menhaden, ~• tyrannuso ....was determined
at Jo0 c. by direct method of Warburg. Although a positive
eorrelation between o2 consumption of brain tissue and activity
of the organism was noted, liver and muscle showed no relationship to activity.
and Irving E. Gray. 1953. A comparative study of the
respiratory metabolism of excised brain tissue of marine teleosts,
Biol.~., 104:446.
Physiology.
Verrill, Addison Emory. 1871. On the food and habits of some of
our marine fishes . .Amer. Nat., 5:397..400. Also :in Canadian
N5turalist, 6:101-11i:-- ·
States that B. menhaden (Gill) eats mud and digests organic
substance.
-

1873. Report upon the invertebrate animals of Vineyard
Sound and the adjacent waters, with an account of the physical
characters of the region. Rept • .!!'• ~- Comm. ~ !!!i Fisheries,,

]::520, 578.

Reports !h menhaden as feeding on mud. ½rneonema radiata
reported as being common on menhaden. (pl . P• Vii, fig. 30).

____ , Sydney I. Smith and Oscar Harger. 1873. Catalogue of
the marine invertebrate animals of the southern coast of New
E1;gland, and adjacent waters. ReI:?t• _!!. ~. Comm. ~ ~ ·
fisheries, 1:578.
Parasites mentioned.
Vladykov, v. D. and R. A. McKenzie. 1935. The marine fishes .~:i.
Nova Scotia. Pro.c . Transe Nova• Seotian:!.'.fnstitute· .2£.-~. ~•
;12(1):17-HJ.:;- · St
Reports ~. tyrannus as "rather rare 11 , known only from •
Mary Bay on the western coast of Nova Scotia.
and David H. Wallace. 1938. Is the striped bass ans
---:("'Ro_c_cus lineatus) of Chesapeake Bay a migratory fish? '.!!--•
Amer. Fish. Soc., 67:81.
·
--roodof shlpedbass.
h

rnaril'

Warfel, Herbert E. and Daniel Merriman. 1944. Studies on ;.:h
resources or .southern New England. An analysis of the J.

-41population of the Shore Zone. ~ . Bing.Occanogl'11 .£21., ,2(2)
:35•-42.
Relative abundance of ~. tyrann~ in shore waters at Morris
Cove, New Haven Harbor, Conn. included in study.
Watson, E. E. 1911. The genus Gyro~otyl, and its significance
for problems of cestode structure'""anci phylogeny. Univ. Calif
Publ. in Zool, 6(15) :353-468.
-•
~
. tyrannus parasitised by Bomolochus ~
•
Welsh, William w. and Charles H. Breder, Jr. 1924. Contributions
to life histories of Sciaenidae of the eastern United States
coast. Bull. u. s. Bur. Fish., 39:162-163.
Occurrence in fooa:- Werner, Walter H. R. 1953. Committee on commercial fisheries.
~ . ~ - Fish. Soc., ~:321.
Fishery mentioned.
Westman, James R. and Ross F. Nigrelli. 1950. The mossbunker,
an Atlantic 11Schmoo 11 ? _!':!. !• State~., .!!(4) : 28--29.
Brief general account.
1955. Preliminary studies of menhaden and
theirmass mortalities in Long Island and New Jersey waters,
!!• !• ~ ~ ~ ~-, _g(2):142-153.
Discusses age determination by scale counts, parasites,
mass mortality and related physical conditions, spa't'ming and
growth rates,
Weymouth, Frank Walter. 1910. Notes on a collection of fishes
from Cameron, Louisiana. Proc. u. s. Natl. Mus., 38:136.
Lists ~• tyrannus patroiius""(Goode) asrepresented by ten
adults and a considerable number of young, "the latter rather
doubtfully referred to this species".
Wharton, Jo 1883. Why menhaden seining should not be prohi·b·ted
i
within two miles of shore . ~ • E• ~. ~ ~-, 4:46 2~
This writer, who is apparently fishing menhaden wit~~
vessels, recommends that legislation be passed to prohibit
purse seining by steamers on the Atlantic.
Wiegmann, w. H. and J. T. Nichols. 1914. Notes on fishes near
New York. Copeia, (3):2.
Brevoortia tyrannus was observed in these waters as iate
as November 26th.

1915.
( 23 ) : 4-_r:Date s of occurrence of
autumn and early winter.
Coney Island, December 5,

Notes on fishes near New York. ~ ,
marine fishes in this vicinity in
Brevoortia t;a;:an~ observed near
1913.

Wilcox, William A. 1885. New England fisheries in August, 1885.
Bull. U.S. Fish Comm., 5(28):4h5.
~ishery mentio'ned: 1886a. New England fisheries in June, 1886. Bull. u. s
Fish Comm., 6(13): 201.
- -•
~ccurrence and abundance mentioned.
1886b. New England fisheries in August, 1886. Bull. U, S,
Fish Comm., 6(16):244.
- -

---r:aiiciings •-

1886c. Notes on the New England fisheries in October,
1686. Bull. U, S. Fish Comm., 6(21):331.
Landings. - - 1887. Notes on. the New England fisheries in November, 1886,
Bull. U.S. Fish Comm., 6(27):420.

---r:andings . - -

-

1888. The fisheries of Gloucester, Mass. in January, 1887,
with notes on those of other localities. Bull. U. S. Fish~-,
7(5) :67.
- Fishery mentioned.

------ - - -----

Williamson, William D. 1832. The History of the State of Maine,
from its Discovery A. D. 1602 to the Separation A. D. 1820,
Inclusive. Glazier, Masters Co., Hallowell. 1:150-164.
Cited in Kendall, 1914: occurrence to edge of fresh water,
Wilson, Charles Branch. 1905. North .American parasitic copepods
belonging to the family Caligidae. Proc. u. s. Natl. ~•,
28:567.
- - - ~- tyrannus parasitised by Caligus schistonyx.
1908. New genera and species of Caligidae • . !3:££• !!• ~•
Natl. Mus., 33 :624.
. us
~ . tyrannus parasitised by Anchorella scombii, Lernaee!!22-radiatus, and Lernanthropus brevoortiae.
1912. Parasitic copepods of the family Ergasilidae.
Bull. U. s. Natl. Mus., 39:380.

-------

.....
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B. tyrannus parasitised by Bomolobus ~ , n. sp. , in gills
at Woods Hole. Rai-e.
·
1915. North American parasitic copepods belonging to the
I.ernaeopodidae, with a revision of the entil'e family. Proc
E:• ~. ~- ~., 1J_:S6S-729.
-·
_!!. tyrannus parasitised by Clavellisa spinoia, n. sp.
1917. North American copepods belonging to the Lernaeidea
,..5 a revision of the entire familyo Proc.
__
__
with
Ue _
s. Natl.
Mus. , '
.:J3: 9.
- ~. tyrannus parasitised by I.ernaeenicus radiatus.

1922. North American parasitic copepods belonging to the
family Dichelesthiidae. Proc. U. s. Natl. Mus., 60:43-46.
~ .. tyrannus parasitised by lernanthropusbrevoortiae .
1932a. Copepods of the Woods Hole region in Mass. Smithsn.
Inst., E:• ~. ~ . ~- ~., (158):480-481.
Lists Lernaeenicus radtatus (LeSueur) as parasite on~.
tyrannus. Description of this parasite is complete.
1932b. The copepod crustaceans of Chesapeake Bay.
.§.2(15) :51.
Parasites.

Q. ~- ~- ~-,

R!2£,

Wilson, William B. 1948. Report on the stomach analysis of speckled
trout and redfish, July 5-13., 1948. Mimeo. Rept1• ~ • Lab.
Tex. Game, Fish and ~ter CoJl)lll. for the Fiscal Year 1947..48, :40,
---neports stoniac'h"ana ysis of fishes from Rockport andFulton.
Zim, Herbert s. and Hurst H. Shoemaker. 1956.
Schuster. New York.
Lists menhaden with brief discussion.

Fishes .

Simon and
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TECHNOLOGY
Alabama laws and regulations relating to seafoods. 1953. Director
of Conservation, Alabama. :13.
The taking of menhaden is regulated under seetion lS of these
regulations.
Atwater, w. Oo 1879. Menhaden and other fish and their pr oducts
as related to agriculture. Re]?t• U., s. Comm. Fish and Fisheri.es
5:194-267.
- - _,
- A comprehensive treatise on the contents and use of menhaden
as a fertilizer.
Baird, H. R. and N. L. Karrick. 1957. Determination of unknown
growth factors in fish meals by chick-growth tests. Co1n1n. Fish.
Rev., 12,(Sa):l-3.
Nearly all samples of fish meal contained different amounts
of unknown growth factor.
Baldwin, w. H. and L. E. Parks. 19430 The body oil from menhaden,
Brevoortia tyrannus. ~ and Soap, g,Q( 6): 101-104.
Several chemical constituents were identified by low temperature fractional crystallization.
_..._...,__ and w. B. Lanham. 1941. The chemistry of menhaden oil.
Fish. Mkt. News, 3:22.
~enhadenoiis are composed of fatty acids and should be investi•
gated as a source to replace shipments of other oils from Europe,
Baughman, J. L. 1948. A short bibliography of papers on menhaden,
RP.nt. Mar. Lab. Tex. Game, Fish and (),rster Comm. for the Fisc~

~~-J!B.

-

-

--~

-

--

Contains numerous references which have been incorporated in
this work.
Bender, Maurice. 1956. Manufactur e of experimental menhaden fish
meal o~ a pilot ·plant scale. ~ • Fish. ~•, ]&(l).
A pilot-plant for preparing fish meal was operated to deterrniJle
the quality of the product under varying conditions.
1957. Collection and distribution of menhaden
oil for research use. Comm. Fish. Rev., 19(4a):l-2.
ts
Menhaden oil was collected"'rrom the Gulf and Atlantic coas
and sent to persons throughout the United States for various
types of research on the oilo
·

•
Berry, E. P e, C. W. Carrick,
Ro E. Roberts, ands. M. Hauge . 1945•
. ns,
Condensed fish press water and fish liver meal in chick ratio

-45..
Poultry Sci., 24(3):3.
~%fj_sh press water in poultry feed supplied the necess::i.ry
quantities of several of the requirements of poultry. No adverse effects of flavor in the meat was noticed.
and J. R. Manning. 1936. Comparison of the feeding value
_ _o...,,f ~team-dried and flame-dried menhaden fish meal. Jour. of
Dahy Sci. , Ontober.
- -·- tests showed conclusively that menhaden fish meal is an
excellent ingredient of the dairy ration. There was no S~.g:'.ifi..
cant difference in the relative nutritive value of the -steam..
dried and £lame-dried meals.

~e

Bittenbender,

c. -D.

1951 • ..Expe-rimental production of blown
Connn. Fish. Rev .. , 12:17-21.
Menhaden oil was blown wilh various types of . gases and under
varying conditions to .study the effects on viscosity.

.menhaden. oil.

Boyd,_ M. L.

~<:?.~

1928. Proteins -and minerals from the sea. !3u.:r.• FiEh.
June l, 1928:732-733. From ~r.2:,ca~ ~1~!•

~":'.,$22.·

An a1·gument. for a more general use of me1ihaden fish meal
in the mixed feeding ration to provide more protein. Most
valuable .source of natural and efficient minerals.

Bradford:, William. 1699,. Plimmoth Plantation • . Wright & Potter
Printing Co., Boston, Mass. :215.
Tells how the Indian, Squanto, instructed settlers to use.
fish for fertilizer. The fish came up the "brooks II in the m.iddle
of April. '!his work originally written in 1621.
Brocklesby, H•. N. 1939. The chemistry of marine, mannnal, fish and
fish J.ive!'" oils as .related to their utilization in woxld cOJllllleroa,
b-2..~ ~~~.
~ .29!!~·, ,2:291•·308.
.
Hamc3 and distributions of the animals from which 011 is
obt.'.:lined with a discussion of their chemical. composition and
utilization.
0

~.

•

·as

Brown, J ~ B. 1931. The nature of the highly saturated fatty ~c~
st:,:red in ,the lard from pigs fed on menhaden oil. _~ - ~ •
,2l}~r11., ,20, 1): 1330139.
W
Unsat'urated fatty acids were deposited in the fat of the P
to about 2. 7%.
and s. G. Morris. 1930. The effects of varying .amou.nt: ~
menhaden -oil in the diet on the composition of the body fa
the white rat. ~ . ~ -E ~.t.ion, £(5):509-515.
. the rat$•
·
Unsaturated fatty acids were deposited in the body of

-46and T. s. Sutton, 1931. The effect of feeding menhaden
oil on the secretion of milk and the composition of butterfat
in the dairy cow. Jour. Dairy Sci., J.4(2):125-135.
Lowered milk production, percentageof butterfat and total
butterfat.

---

Bruer, Joseph P. 19.53. Menhaden and the purse seine. Texas Game
~ ~ ~ . , Dec. :16-19.
A brief story of how menhaden are caught and utilized.
Bu.t.J..er, Charles. 1949a. Fish reduction processes. Fishing~~,
66(6):64-66.
- A general discussion of the fisheries by products with price
lists of fish oil and meal by years.

---=-- 1949b.

Fish reduction processes. u. s. Fish and Wildlife
Service,~.~., (129).
A discussion of various types of processes and equipment used
in reduction of fish. Also a price list of meal and oil for 1945,

Cameron, T. 1949. New hydro-vac lift speeds fish direct from boat
to cannery. ~ Industries, _s1(11):92.
A brief description of the operation 4ilf a pump to unload fish
from a boat.
Carlson, c. B. 1954. Recent developments in fishing vessel deck
gear. ~ . ~ . Rev., 16(11).
Describes pump developed for brailing menhaden and discusses
advantages of pump.
____ and K. P. Foster. 1945. Experimental purse seine
fishing for menhaden with the "Jeff Davis". u. s. Fish and
Wildlife Service, ~ - ~ • ~ - ~ . , 1(5a):3-48.
A Pacific type purse seine was used for 6 months in 19¼
on a small converted shrimp boat . This type of fishing for
menhaden is inferior to the large boats generally used, but des
under certain circumstances it can be used profitably, Inclu
general description of menhaden fishing.
Carver, Joseph H. 1957, New England fish meals in the national
fish meal research program. Comm. Fish. Rev., 19(5a) :10•13 •
Various kinds of fish meals
fromthe New England
area~ere
analyzed to determlne :their composition.

-47Coker, R. E. 1947, This Great and Wide Sea. The University of
North Carolina Press. Chapel Hill.
Lists menhaden among clupeid fishes of commercial importance
Pls. 86-91 and Fig. 22, illustrate menhaden fishing.
'
Cooke, s. R. B. and M. E. Stansby. 1957. Utilization of fish oils
in ore flotation. Comm. Fish. Rev., 19(4a):24-29.
Early results indicate-:ui'e degree of efficiency of fatty
acids in ore flotation is determined partially by the degree of
saturation.
Daniel, E, P. and E. V. McCollum. 1931. Studies of the nutritive
value of fish meals. ~ • Rept. ,!I,~.~. ~ . , (2):1-19,
A historical review of fish meals used as additives to animal
feeds, Report on a series of experiments with fish meal used
as animal feed,
Earll, R, Edward. 1880. North Carolina and its fisheries in 1880.
The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States, by
G. B, Goode and staff of Associates. Sec. II, Pt. 12:475-497,
Describes the early failure to establish the menhaden
fishery in North Carolina.
Ershoff, B. H. and E. Geiger. 1957, Development of methods for
ijioassay of growth factors present in fishery industrial pro•
ducts -- preliminary investigation of presence of unidentified
nutritional factors. Comm. Fish. R~v., 19(5a):4-6.
Preliminary studies~physiological stress factors were
made in test animals as possible methods of measuring unidenti•
fied growth•factors present in fish meals.
Field, David D. 1819. A statistical account of the County of
Middlesex in Connecticut. Conn. Acad. Arts & Sci., Middletown,
Notes that "whitefish", very abundant in June and July,
makes best manure. Describes methods of applying.
Fiedler, R.H. 1937. Fishery industries of the United States,
1936. Rept. _!I. ~. ~ . ~ . , :];-276,
.
.
ti•
A brief report that ~enhaden meal and oil is bemg wves
gated as constituents of poultry and livestock feeds .
Firman, M. c., et al. 1956. Chlortetracycline for the control ~f
deterioration in menhaden. Southern Fisherman, 1956 ~ ,
: 109-111.
.
ding
Chlortetracycline proved to be of some benefit in retar
decay of fish.
Firms manufacturing menhaden oil and meal.
Wildlife Serv., Comm. Fish., SL-160.

1955.

u. s.

Fish &

...4a..
List of firms manufacturing menhaden oil and meal in 1954,
with location of each.
A fish oil and guano factory. 1868. Amer. Agri., 27:h5lo
A brief explanation of the processing and catching of
menhaden with illustrations.
Fish scrap or guano. 1872. ~ - Agri., 31:419.
The availability of fish scrap was about 30,000 tons per
year and sold for about $25.oo per ton.
Friedlander, Oscar Oswald. 1883. Notes on the menhaden fishery.
Bull. U.S. Fish Comm., 3:459.
--,acts and figures-on the menhaden catch and yield of oil.
Author contends that mesh size should be limited to 2¼ inches,
so that smaller fish will not be taken.

Q.

1884. Notes on the menhaden fishing in 1883. 132]1.
~. ~ Comm,, J±:47-48.
A list of the catch, yield of oil and price in 1883.

Full Text of the Game, Fish and Fur Laws of Texas. 1955. Game and
Fish Commission, Texas. Menhaden, :150-2.
Includes eight sections of Texas law controlling menhaden
fishing and industry, being H.B. 5, Acts 1951, 52nd leg. Reg.
Ses., Ch. 4.
Gabriel, R. H. 1920. Geographic influence in the developme:1t of
the menhaden fishery on the east coast of the United States.
Geogr. Rev., 10:91-100,
A review ofhow the geography of the Atlantic coast affected
the development of the menhaden industry. Also includes ho·:• th8
American Fisheries Co. forced all the factories to sell to the111
and thereby gained a monopoly on the menhaden fishery. Firat
mention of fisheries plans for Texas ooast.
Gloucester menhaden landings greatest in recent years, 1954° ~•
~ . Rev., .1§.(11):35.
JS.4million pounds landed in 1954.
Goode, George Brown. 1879. Collection to illustrate the an~f:JSl,
resources of the United States. Bull. u. s. Natl. Mus., ~·
Lists uses of oil in 1879.
- - .

A

~c~

1880~ ·The .use of.agricultural fertilizers by the• mer~J-h79·
Indians and ~ .early English colonists. ~ . ~-, ]:!!:hiilizer•
A review .o t ,t he history of the first use of fish as fe\ to
The Indians in America were believed to be the first peopl
fertilize land with fish~

Greer, Rob Leon. 1915. The menhaden industry of the Atlantic coast,
- , ,App. _3:1-27, 7 pls .
Rept. £. ~- _9omm. ~
A general summary of the menhaden industry by 1914. Includes
history, fishing, factory, use of products and laws.
Gruger, Edward H. , Jr.. 1957. New products from f ish oils . ~ .
Fish. Rev., 19(4a):13-23.
----C-hemical research is being done in an effort to find new
products from fish oil fatty acids and fatty alcohols .
Harrison, George T. 1944. Process of preparing and packing menhaden
for marketing. u. s. Patent 2, 453,625.
Process described in detail.
Harrison, R. W. 1931. Market for marine animal oil s in t he Uni t ed
States. u. s. Fish & Wildlife Serv. , Inv. Rept. (7).
A discussion of source, market, use and contents of marine
animal oils with bibliography.
1939. Some chemical and biol ogical aspects of the manufacturing and distribution of fish meal. Proc. Sixth Pac. Sci,
Cong., J_:309.
Discusses faults of present day manufacture and distribution
and tells of need for improvement.
--...,,,...-' Andrew w. Anderson and s. R. Pottinger. 1935. Effect
of manufacture on the quality of non-oily fish meals. .!:!• £• ~•
Fish. Inv.. Rept., 30:1-30.
Correlates the results of studies made by various manufacturers,
Concludes that value can be improved by improvement in manufacturing process. Contains extensive bibliography.
---..,.._ands. R. Pottinger. 1931. Commercial production of
menhaden fish oil for animal feeding. u. S, Bur. Fish. In~.
Rept., ,!(4).
- - Suggestions of methods for producing a better quality
menhaden oil.

---

Hensel, Harry A. and Richard E. Teller. 1952. Md. Comm. Fish.
Statistics, 1946-50.
Includes total Maryland landing of menhaden and value, for
years 1946-1950, inclusive.
Idyll, c. P. 1953. Improving efficiency of menhaden fishing.
Atlantic Fisherman, 34(5):13 .
The use of underwater television, Pacific-type seine and
electrical fishing is advocated.

-so.
Jackson, c. T. 1856. Account of the method now employed by the
Narragansett fish guano company in the extraction of oil from
menhaden and of con~erting the residual matter in a substitute for
guano Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., S:355-356.
Describes separating oIT"ancC1neal by steam and drying meal for
manure.
0

Karrick, Neva L., William Clegg, and M. E.
content of fishery by-products. Comm.
Samples of fish meals were examined
of riboflavin, nicotinic acid, vitamin
ash, and oil.

Stansby. 1957. Vitamin
Fish. Rev., 19(Sa):14-23.
todeterminetheir content
B12, protein, moisture,

Kern, Jerome. 1957. Use of bacterial culture to aid separation of
menhaden oil in gravity tanks. Comm. Fish. Rev., 19(5):15-16.
Bacteria of genus clostridium aids inseparationof oil from
stickwater by gravity method-:-1885. The menhaden season of 1884. Bull. u. s. Fish
Comm., 5: 75.
---i=feports catch, production of factories, vessels used, etc., for
quarter ending Sept. Jo, 1884.

King,

w. z.

- ---

Kraybill, Herman F. and H. w. Nilson. 1947a. Feeding studies with
lipoid extracts from menhaden fish meal. Comm. Fish. Rev., 9:7.
This article reviews literature relatedtothiswork;describes
the experimental procedures and discusses results.
1947b. Chemical studies of lipoid extracts from
menhaden fish meal. Comm. Fish. Rev., 9(9):8-17.
Deteriorative changes taking place :in the fatty protein of
menhaden meal during the manufacture and storage resulted in a
decrease in the total fatty acid content, and an increase in the
water-soluble and resinous materials. Experimental spoilage of
the meal to simulate unfavorable storage produced only relatively
minor, fttrther change.
Lanham, w. B., Jr. and H. W. Nilson. 1947. Some studies on the
feeding vc:.lue of fish meals. U. s. Fish and Wildlife Serv.,
~ - F~. Rev., _2(8).
Menhaden and pilchard scrap was found to be an excellent source
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